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I. Introduction
. In remote sensing of the Earth with microwaves, we are inter-
ested in surface and subsurface geophysical features rather than
atmospheric effects. Researches are being performed. on ocean sur-
faces	 as  well as in land areas. 3 ^ -4' The articles by Staelin^^
and Tomiyasu47 provide a comprehensive review on atmospheric and
ti
9.
surface observations, passive and active sensing, and their impli-
cations and applications. {
Our interest is directed toward land areas; especially snow and
4ice covered land or water, and deserts. The objective is to develop
theoretical models that are practical and useful in data interpreta-
tion.
We now briefly review the relevant theories that are of direct
interest to us. Gurvich, Kalinin, and Matveyev4 8 derived expressions
for the ~ri ghtness temperature of a half-space random medium with
Laminar structure and used to interpret Kosmos 243 data for Antarctic i
areas. Assuming a half--space containing random distributed scatterers
embedded in a low loss dielectric, England ag examined emission dark-
ening caused by scatterers with a radiative transfer approach. 	 '.;.
Stogryn examined the brightness temperature of a vertically struc-
tured medium with no scattering. 50 He also studied scattering by	 9
random dielectric constant fluctuations in the low frequency limit p
-	 using a perturbation approach. 51
11.	 AccamRlishments of the Past and Proposed Work for the Future
The dominant. factors that. determined remote sensing measure- 3
ments are absorption, layering, anisotropy, submerged scattering
centers., nonuniform temperature distributions, and surface roughness.
Assuming uniform temperature distribution, the first three factors
,,>I	
are accounted for in the composite model SZ, 	 which also extends the -
half-space model of Gurvich et al to treat Layered media. 	 The com-
posite model was used to match 53-54 (Appendices 1, 2) spacecraft,
data with ground truth measurements. 55 	Satellite data were also
studied with a stratified model.	 (Appendix 3)	 Gurvich et al as-
s mme d uniform temperature distributions. 	 We solve the problem of r
A I	 microwave thermal emission. from a half-space random medium with
^i 56nonuniform temperature distributions. 	 (Appendix 4)	 The observed 9
'exhibit^	 data for slab mediu=m
	
coherent effects..	 We developed modi-
fied radiative transfer equations and solved for the reflectivities
of a two Layer random medium. 57 (Appendix 5)	 The results are ap-
plicable to active sensing as well as passive sensing. 	 For a
N
{	 stratified medium with a nonuniform distribution, we use the fluc-
tuation-dissipation theorem and solved for the brightness tempera--
^j
ture.58 (Appendix 6)
	 All these results are easily used.	 They are
summarized in tie subsequent sections.
The task is, however, by no means completed. 	 We have concen-
trated on structures that are laminar.
	
Three dimensional scattering
y
needs to be considered. 	 Surface roughness has so far been neglected.
_	
3
its effect should be included.	 our final goal is a composite model
which accounts for all the determining factors. lie would like to
be able to identify the effect of each individual factor on the }
observed data.	 The theoretical models should be used to interpret
all available data.	 Only through data match can a useful and prac-
tical theory be developed.
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III. Stratified Media with Uniform Temperature Distribution
The emissivity a is related to the reflectivity r by
	
e=1 -r.	 (1)
The relfectivi.ty is equal to the square of the reflection coefficient
R,
	
r = 1 -- R2 .	 (2)
For the stratified medium as shown in Figure 1, R is calculated
in the form of continuous fractions 59
1 r 1	
e-i2klxdl
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The ^bove result is exact.	 Absorption is taken into account by
the imaginary parts of u	 and	 e.
. x
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IV. + Half-Space Random Media with Nonuniform Temperature Distribution
For a half--space medium with constant absorption and scattering
coefficients, the brightness temperature is determined by the fol-
' 6lowing simple closed-form formula
{
2K (1. rot	
- 
To +
	
cc 	 r	 (6)
a + r a) _ rot (a - Ka)
	
a + cos 8
TB _
where we assume that the temperature distribution has the profile
f !1	
r t 
--
.
For a medium with no scattering,	 [c	 = w = 0.	 Thus
1
p
a Th
T$ _ { 1 - rot}	 To +	 (10) .
K a + Ycos 8
For a medium with scattering and uniform temperature distribution,
1
Th 4 0.	 Thus
f
2Ka(1 -
 rot})
5
7'	 =	 T	 (11)B	 o(c + Ka)	 rota _ Ka)	 ,
1	 -	 9
f
For uniform temperature distribution and small scattering al.bedo,
we expand (11) to first order in 	 w	 and obtain
(1 - rot)k 2AZ
T$ -
	
(1	 rot)	 1	 T°.
	
(1.2 )
8km cos 0 (1 + 4km2 Q 2 Cos 2 0)
Numerical results are given in Fig. 2 to compare brightness tempera-
.
ture for	 TE	 and	 TNT	 waves as a function of radiometer viewing
angle
	 0 0 ,	 with temperature profile	 T (z) = 222 + 34 exp [O .81.z] .
Clearly, scattering Lowers the brightness temperature at all viewing
angles.
8
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V. Two Layer Random Media with Uniform Temperature Distribution
i
A
Consider a slab of random medium of thickness d. A plane wave
is normally incident upon the slab. The reflectivity r is solved
	 at
from the modified radiative transfer (MRT) equations, which include
coherent effects due to the two boundaries.
3 (n1 + T'2)d x	
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For a half--space random wedium, we let d -3..	 co,
t	 z f01	 2 ,sr -_ r01 +
-r01f2'
which is identical to previous results. When the second Layer is
a perfect conductor,R12 = --1,	
r12 1	 and we have
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It is interesting to note that as	 w 1,	 we have	 0,	 f2 -^ 1.
I
Thus	 r	 1	 and all the incident power is reflected.	 In Fig. 3 we '.
illustrate the emissivity for a slab random medium. 	 we see that
12 ?
3
1 ^J.
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scattering dampens the interference pattern and decreases emissivity
in general. The existence . of the interference patterns depends on
the location of the subsurface and the extinction loss of the random
IMdium.
The brightness temperature of a stratified medium with nonuni-
form temperature distributionis calculated in the following form58
14
w. si
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Oz.	 Stratified Media with Nonuniform Temperature Distribution
The brightness temperature of a stratified medium with nonuniformI
temperature distribution is calculated in the following form's
. N
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Here is the observation angle,	 E Q " is the imaginary part of the
permittivity in layer 	 t ,- '	 T^ (z `)	 is Vhe temperature distribution
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ABSTRACT
3
A two layer composite mode1 131 is used to match micro--
wave emission data of fresh water ice and snow in order both
to test the model and to interpret the data. The magnitude
of coherent effects are empirically estimated with the object
da
^t^irT^'u
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Remote sensing of the earth at microwave frequencies is
of great use because of its all weather and day-night opera-
tional capability. This is d tapa ^. y.	 h^.	 due o high transmission through
the atmosphere and cloud. Many factors such as absorption,
layering, scattering, polarization, incident angle, anisotropy
and medium inhomogeneity affect the radiobrightness spectra.
In order to interpret the data, all these effects should be
incorporated in a theoretical composite model. Development
of such.models, combined with the interpretation of the measure-
ments will lead to numerous practical. applications. For
remote sensing of ice and snow, applications include ice
dynamics, climatology, glaciology and navigation etc.
Effects of scattering due to medium inhomogeneity have,
been accounted for by A.S.Gurvich et all" The theory enables
us to distinguish the spectra of thecontinental glaciers from
these of shelf glac-Lers. inversion of the data is performed.
The estimated values for the variance of the density fluctu-
ations and the characteristic length of ice crusts agree with
the measurements. 	 in order to develop a more complete model, 	 !,...
the formulas given in that paper have been extended and com-
E	 tined by J.A.Kong with the stratified model [21
 which also
accounts for the effects of layering, absorption and aniso-
tropy.
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In the present paper, the model developed by Kong is
 
^ 3 ^referred to as the composite model	 and is used extensively
na
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-	 11.	 DATA MATCHING
.
The Composite Model.
a
!
4
i
' The two layer composite model [3]
 consists of a layer
of snow with depth d and relative complex permiti.vity
	 E l =
V
Ei fish on top of ice, water or land. -
i air
. d	 snow	 P, Zo,	 E 1
 = CJ +ic
If ice, water or land	 e2 = E2 +ic2 a
=i Fig. 1	 Two layer model
f!
The reflectivity and scattering factors are calculated sepa-
fi
rately to give total emissivity e of the structure:
^ a=i-r-s
	 (1} ,
where r is the reflectivity of the object and s is the power
coefficient of scattering effects.	 Observations are assumed
Al to be made from nadir.	 The oscillatory behavior of r and
,.*
scattering effects due to the substrata are neglected in thei
j model.	 The emissivity depends on frequency and seven model
parameters:
	 d,	 c	 ,
	 c u p,	 e2,	 E2, Z. and P,	 E l and E 2 are
the relative complex permitivi.ty of a top and a bottom layer
respectively.
	 Zo is a characteristic correlation depth for
_i
34
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the refractive index. 	 P is a dimensionless scattering para-
meter and is related to the variance of refractive index
n1'
fluctuation G02 by	 P = —e1	 of'	 where ni +n" i =1
ra i	 1/2	 nlC	 .^	 E
1	 1
Y ^ k
' Data Matching
The model has been tested on the emission data from'
fresh water ice and snow published by T. Schmugge et a[4].
The data was taken by microwave radiometers in the frequency
range 1.43Ghz to 37.5Ghz during the flights made over dry
r
4"	 i
snow with different substrata:	 lake ice, wet soil, glacier
. ice, firn and wet snow.
	 The lowest four of six frequency
channels are • the-nadir views.	 The 37.SGhz channel provides'
vertical and horizontal polarizations with the Look angle
of 45 0 .	 The information on the second highest frequency
!x
channel (19.35Ghz) is ambiguous, but the nadir observation 
is assumed for our purpose of inverting the data. Emissivity
-; as a function of frequency is calculated for each set of
different parameter values in order to fit the theoretical Ili
1 curve to the data within the margin of 0.03 in emissivity.
f, We have assumed the constant depth and ground temperature.
s:
'i The calculation is made using the computer language, 14ACSYMAt
` x*Project MAC's SYmbolic MAnipulation system:	 developed by
the Mathlab Group, Project MAC, MIT, whose work is spon-
sored by the Advanced Research Project Agoncy, Department of
Defense, under contract number N 000 14-70 -•A--0362-0001
f	 v
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The data and the results of inversion are presented in.
Appendix Z, and explained for each site individually in the
following paragraphs.
i) Bear Lake. ( d = 0.15m, altitude 1805m)
[model]	 [measurement)
0	 air	 q
1	 0.15	 snow	 0.15
b 
i	 ice	 0.25
water
rig. 2	 Ado de1	 and ground Measurements
The data shows a sharp drop in emissivity at low fre-
quencies.	 This characteristic is best matched by setting
.^	 ci = 3.2 and c 2 = 80 + 80i.	 For such dielectric properties,
the penetration depth at 1.43Ghx is about 47.5cm.	 The sharp
drop can thus be accounted for by layering, especially due
g
to the large values of c' and e".	 This is in good agree--
-f	 ment with the ground measurement which indicates that there
)F	 L'
is water beneath snow.
	
The modeling is crude because we
J
have ignored a slab of ice between snow and water. 	 The para-
metervalues obtained for snow are very much lake those of
#	 ice.	 We believe that the model should be extended to a	 1
i
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three layer model in order to account for the dependence of
I
the data on both snow and ice layers and scattering effects
caused by ice.
ii}	 Steamboat.Spring ( d = 0.8m, altitude 2070m)
f r&
[model]	 (Measurement)
0	 air
1	 0.8
	 snow	 0.8
IE
Ii 2	 land
` A1 Fig. 3	 Model and ground measurement
As mentioned in the Bear Lake case, low emissivity in
the data at the lowest frequency channel. (1.43Ghi) is caused
by the substratum. 	 Penetration and probing depth	 at 1.43
11 gigahertx are calculated to be 39.4cm and 5.3m respectively,
while d is o.8m.	 The values 60-80 and 0--80 for e2 and E2
f'.
is suggest that wet soil with moisture of greater than 35%
t;
appears to be dater-like from the radiometers. 	 The value
fi = 2.2 + 0.04i, is typical for snow.	 This agrees with the
measurement.	 It should be noted that Z	 is 0.4mm, the lowest: 0
among all six tested.	 It indicates this snow has fine struc-
ture."
The maximum depth that we can probe depends on sensitivity
of radiometer.	 Assuming the sensitivity of 2°K, we define
probing depth as the maximum that can distinguish a two Layer M
? medium from a half space case.
37
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Miii}	 South Cascade Lake ( d = 0.5m, altitude 1610m )
.[model]	 [measurement]
air
0	 r	 light dry snow	 0.2
1	 0.5	 light snow with liquid	 0.5
2 wet snow, slush, water
Fig. w	 Model and ground measurement
At this site, the simulation of the real structure is
j	 very crude.	 The largest values for the imaginary part of i
complex permitivity of snow are obtained. 	 This reflects
—	 3
the presence of liquid within snow as indicated by the ground a
measurement.	 We also note that there is very little volume
scattering (P = 0.35) compared with other sates. 	 This is
in agreement with Schmugge = s explanation [4] that scattering
effects are washed out by the increased effective loss tangent
for snow when liquid water is present.
#
#i	 -
iv) South Cascade Glaciers
P-0. d = 4_9m. altitude 1610m. below firn line.
f'	 P-lj d = 6.8m, altitude 1890m, above firn line.
`.	 P-3, ' d- = 8.4m, altitude 2040m.f {
lL 38
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[model]
o
1 d
2
t
d
i
1
[measurement]
air	 J
snow	 d
ice, firn
Fig. 5 Model and ground measurement
The parameter values obtained indicate that there is
no liquid content in snow. The effects of volume scattering
for all three places at this site are relatively large (P
1.8-2.3), and this checks with the past observatxr:1 151 that
multi-year ice has lower emissivity at higher frequency chan-
nels than new ice. The values for E2 and E" are distinc-
tively different from those of other three sites and this is
justified by the fact that there is ice or firn, instead of
water or moist.land underneath the snow. Because we have
ignored the scattering effect caused by the substratum, the
model can be modified to deal with such effects.
`s
Y
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The parameter values shown in Appendix l are obtained,
as a result of tedious and time-consuming computer manipu-
lation to fit the data within the margin. Emissivities at
different frequencies are calculated for a set of parameters
and compared with the data by inspection. This procedure
is repeated unsystematically until we find a reasonable
match. Consistent results cannot be guaranteed because
such a method often depends on the person doing the manipu-
lation. D.Chu has wrtten a computer program 161 to perform
such inversions automatically. The program has been tested
on the same data. Although it is not as flexible as a
human operator (the program approaches the data only from
above and below), his method has advantage of providing con-
sistent results-in a short time.
The composite model proved to be capable of explaining
many features of the emission data. These characteristics
can be related to physical parameters by matching the data.
The results of the inversion suggest that we are able to deter-
mine the dielectric properties of a top and a bottom layer,
relative magnitude of liquid content, size of the scattering
centers and relative magnitude of scattering effect. We 	 ?
have not tried to invert the thickness, but we believe that 	 ^.
we can estimate d in case of ice or snow, provided that d is
smaller than 0.5m,
40
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The above mentioned parameter values, for . example, can
distinguish dry snow from wet snow, first-year ice from multi-
year ice, snow or ice with fine structure from that with
rough structure and of course, snow and ice from water or
land. Although we dealt only with smooth surfaces, the effect
of surface roughness can be explained by modifying the reflec- 	 u
tion coefficient used in the model171.
The mayor difficulty in matching Schmugge's data was
caused by his ambiguity about the incident angle of the 19.35
gigahertz channel. This channel provides the horizontal
polarization and scanning mode. The abrupt drop in emissivity
at this frequency made the matching very difficult. If we
t	 assume that the data was obtained by scanning the radiometer
^^	 r
from 0 0 to 45 0 for example, this sharp drop can be accounted 	
,k
for by the polarization and angle dependence of emissivity.
t^	 9
The present model*is limited to only two layer media.
E
f: For some data, more sophisticated modeling is necessary.
-In order to explain the data from polarization channels, the
model should be modified. This is done in the following
part of the paper together with the examination of oscillatory
behavior of the reflectivity.
_
I
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II. MODIFICATION OF THF. MODEL
Polarization. and Oblique Incidence
Dual polarization and scanning capability of microwave
sensors are attractive features which can provide additional
information on radio emission. Two of six radiometers used
for Schmugge's data have polarization. channels: dual at
37.5Ghz and horizontal polarization at 19.35Ghz. 	 The present
model, however, is insufficient to account for the measure-
ments on these channels. In order to deal with effects on
emissivity of scanning and polarization, we modify the com-
posite model as follows.
We assume the angle of incidence eo and the angle of
refraction ei as shown in Fig. 6.
X
S e.
} -
ice, water or land s .,Z
i
St.%
1t Fig. 6 Two Layer Model. (Oblique Incidence)
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From the composite model, reflectivity r is given by
	
2	 --4kl*d
R	 + jR3 21 ' ed 	 2
r .	 ()
	
^2	 «.4klXd
- t	 1- + jROl^ jR1.21 ' e	 ^
where kix = k1x ¢ klx i - ko (Ell -^ ^ ^ i ^ Sin2eo) 1/2
and R and R are the reflection coefficients of a top and
41	 1,2
j	 a bottom interfaces. 	 For the horizontal. polarization,
Z _
	
klx i
	
kox	 4:
Rpl = (3.a)
klx
§.
r
^	 SOX	 'f
and }
R12 =
1 ,^	 1:2x
klx
- ---	
1"2xl k
klx
(3.b)
where k2x = ko ( C l + E i - Sin 2e0)1/2r
and kox = k  (1 -- Sin2e0)1f2 -
ror the vertical polarization,
elk	 `"klx
R(fl =	 E lkox + klx
(4. a)
E 2klx - Elk2x
R12
E2klx + Elk2x
(4.b)
gU,PR4Du^PAG^, IS P4^
43	 jaW^^
andi'
1
4 .
e_1-ry-svV
(8. b)
The polarization dependent power coefficient of the
scattering effect due to medium inhomogeneity for an unbounded
half space is given by Gurvich et a1 ill . By extending their
result to a two layer case, we obtain,
s _ n^
	
2 ni. k0• z0
	
,Cos e
h 2nI ^no y + (2njk6Z6Cos81) 2	 0
2	 -4•konl•d/Cosel
where s  is the scattering factor for the horizontal polari-
zation, and
s  = sh• Cos 2 (281 )	 (6)
for the vertical polarization where eo and 91 are related by
Snell I s law:
ni •Sin 01 = Sin 90	 (7)
The emissivity for each polarization are,
eh = 1--rh-sh	 (8.a)
where reflecti.vities r  and ry are calculated for polariza-
tion from (3) and (4) respectively.
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Coherent Effects
.t
{. The composite model assumes all radiation is rendered
incohernt by scattering and medium inhomogeneity.• 	 in general
scattering and absorption attenuate the coherent wave.	 In
^. the case of ice or snow, we observe a large scattering effect
S) in the higher frequency channels.	 Absorption is relatively
Nr, a I
I - ai
1
small for a thin layer medium and at low frequencies. q
,.I in such situations, we expect the data to show some charac-
teristics of coherent radiation in low frequency channels.
Since such characteristics cannot be matched by the present
i^
j
model, we are to remove the assumption of total incoherence
from the model in order to come up with better match and to
investigate the magnitude of coherent effects.
The exact expression of the reflection coefficient for j
j a two layer medium is, t;.
2i-k
	
d
1R 1 e	
lxJR	 1 .^.12R =
	
fll
	 (9)
1' + I R011-1R121 e 2i- klXa
P
where Roll R12 r klX are as defined earlier (Fig. 1).
By separating the real and imaginary part of k lx , the find
F
the reflectivity r =JR]2
;
"R l^ + IR	 ?e
-4klXd+ 2N	 •JR	 1'^R12N-2klxd
' 
Cos2kl^d	 l0oa	 12	 ax	 c	 )
,
I	
(KOlRl2^2e-4]c1Xd	 di- 2N I
Rall'^Rl2t'-
^2kl
	Cos2klx.3
E
P,
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where N characterizes the magnitude of the oscillatory
behavior of the reflectivity. If we assume the wave to be
incoherent, N is 0. A totally coherent wave in this case
corresponds to N = 1.
	
By ad3j usting the coherence factor
N,,We have matched the data of South Cascade Lake (Appen-
dix 1). We have obtained the best result with N = 0.25.
The imaginary part of klx accounts for absorption of coher-
ent wave. The scattering loss is neglected because coher-
ence effects are important only at the Lowest two frequency
channels where there is negligeble scattering. The match
is improved and the graph is shown in Fig. 8 in comparison 	 ':
1.43	 2.73
	
500	 10.71
	 19.35	 37.5
Frequency GHz
Fig. $
	 South Cascade Lake Data Matched with Coherence
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nTAI.	 SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE STUDIES
We have found that the two layer composite model can
provide useful parameter values from emission data.
	 The {
inversion is a tedious process. 	 The theoretical curve
' must be matched with the data as closely as possible in
[ order to obtain the reasonable values.	 The modification 1}
y { to allow some coherent effects in the model has improved the
matching.
	
The generalized model which deals with polari-
zation and angle dependence accounts for the additional
features of the emission spectra.	 We need more accurate'
data, however, in order to perform data inversion using the
modified model. 	 Ambiguity about the oscillatory behavior z
can only be cleared up by probing at many different fre-
quencies.	 Also ' if the scanning angle had been given on the
--
i^
19.35Ghz channel of Schmugge's measurements, the data match-
i
ing would have been far more succesful. 	 Since polarization
can provide additional information, it is desirable to equip
^
ith dual polarization for all dannels. 	 Such a feature is
particularly useful when we study surface areas.
It is essential to compare the values obtained using
the model with the actual ground measurements.
	
Except for
1	 '
+ the snow or ice thickness, however, Schmugge's measurements
s
of geophysical parameters are ambiguous. 	 In order to r
- further the study that relates the model's parameters to
^Ei;
;r
L^
is
eo h sicalg	 p y	 parameters, precise ground measurements are
- 51 tF
Irequired.	 Small scale experiments on the detection of radio
	 P
y.
emission can be set up for such a purpose.
{ The model can now deal with absorption, anisotropy,
layering, polarization, incident angle, scattering and medium{
inhomogeneity.	 As for layering, we have only tried a two
{ layer case.
	 Often, a two layer model becomes a crude approx--
imation of a real situation. 	 Because the present model
f i neglects scattering due to the underlying medium, a three
layer model should replace the two Layer one when the substra-
tum is ice and when the whole structure is more complicated.
It should be pointed out that data are expressed in emissivity
which assumes the constant ground temperature.
	 This approxi-
mation is valid when the length of temperature wive is consid-
erablysmall compared to the thickness of the layer.
	 In
this case temperature variations caused by weather changes
I`
G. in a thin surface layer have little effect on emissivity.
For the more general case, the effect of temperature variation
s with depth can be studied.
t,
G
j
I
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.APPENDIX I
[Results of the Inversion]
Bear Lake Steamboat S. C. Lake r
d(m) 0.15 0.8 0.5
3.2 2.2 2.9-3.2
C11 0.04-0.048 0.04 0.095.0.11
62' 60-180 70-80 f
Eit 80 0-80 0-20 j
j	 P 1.1-1.6 1.34-1.38 0.35--0.45
ZQ (mm) 0.8-1.2 0.37-0.4 0.5-0.65
II S.C.G,P-3 S.C.G,P-1 S.C.G,P--O
d (m) 8.4 6.8 4.9
3.1 2.7-2.8 2.6-2.7
ei 0--0.0004 0-0.0004 0--0.0008
E 3.0--3.2 3.1-3.2 3.0--3.2
1	 E"
r.	 2 0.004-0.O5 0.004--0.05 0.03-0.05
f` P 1.8--2.1 1.9-2.0 1.75-2.3
Zo (MM) 0.75•-0.9 0.9-0.95 0.5-0.8
Thickness d is given by the measurements.
The data and the theoretical curve are plotted in the follow-
ing pages.
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E1 = 2.8 $ 0.00011
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APPENDIX II
[Emissivities at 37.3GIlz for both polarizations]
j.
	 Actual data
observed Figures calculated
Location	 Horizontal Vertical Horizontal Vertical
^ 9
South Cascade 
a S5{	 .941 830	 964•	 •Lake i
Bear Lake	 739	 .862 767	 928
steamboat
.793 .862 .800 .953Spring
h Glacier 0768
.867 .751 .924P-0
Glacier
.799
.888 .767 .929
' P-1
Glacier
.769 .877 .731 .906P--3
<
Radiometers are aimed at 45° from nadir.
t
f` For the calculation, we have used the results of data 9
matching given in Appendix I.
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ABSTRACT
A computer program is described which interprets data
according to a mathematical model. The program begins
with a wide range for each of the unknown model parameters
and tightens that range about the actual value of the
parameter. Examples are presented which demonstrate the
successes and the failings of the program. To show the
utility of the program, emissivity measurements, published
by T. Sehm,ugge, are inverted aecording , to J.A. Kong's
Composite Model. The results agree with those obtained
after much effort by M. Nagase.
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i INVERSION
# A mathematical model relates an observed quantity
i^ with a set of parameters.
1{ I observation = f (paramet •er l ,	 ... , parameters)
if the value of each parameter were known, 	 the observed
f
quantity could be found.	 In remote sensing, however, #
I observations are made a different values of one parameter,.
..'.... such as frequency.	 Then the remaining parameters are de-
tersained from the observations. 	 Operating a function
in reverse this way is culled inversion and involves the
solution of	 (n--1)	 simulataneous equations.	 Because these x^
-. implicit equations can be complicated, inversion may be
difficult.
The Composite Model was devised by J.A. Kong to in-
terpret the thermal radiation from masses of snow and ice
in terms of structural and dielectric properties.)
Emissivity, the measured quantity,
	
ismodeled as a function
of five parameters and frequency,
emissivity
	 f ( e' g	 E "r	 p ,	Z O $	 d $ 	 w)*
From measurements at five frequencies,	 these parameters ^"+
{ can, in principle, be determined.
	 Exponential and poly-
V
f.
nomial expressions in the model., however, make the solution
t
prohibitive.
*P_ t
 ande" are the real and imaginary part's of the dielectric
constant.	 p and z relate to the magnitude and frequency
distribution of sca0 ttering.	 d is the thickness of the ice
or snow, and wis the angular frequency.
4
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PRINCIPLES and PROBLEMS
The further a parameter is from its true value, the
worse the prediction will fit the data. This is the prin-
ciple behind the program.- Two sets of limit's, C l and C2,
are chosen to generate curves, one above and one below
i 
the measurements. As the range of each parameter is de- 	 i
-';	 creased, the limiting curves approach the measured curve.
By minimizing the difference between the . prediction and the
;l	 E
measurements, the program tries to bring each parameter	 f
closer to its proper value.
emissivity upper limiting curve
o '\0#i
'	 dower limiting curve
C 2 ^[ ... ]
o log
z I	 ,	 7
.:	 f i.gure 1
There are two problems with this approach. First,
.'	 a parameter may not yeild the minimum error at its true	 F
value unless all the o4.`er parameters assume their actual'
values, Second, if changing either of two parameters has
the same effect, how can one decide which parameter to
'	 ,	 s
change.
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4
all parameters correct
one or more varameters
is off
r
IF!
!
tit 	 ^^ 1^'^^
_	 if the model were perfect, when all the parameters	 ^1I
i^ took on their true values, the variance between the pre-
diction and data -ould be zero. Then, if one parameter,
for instance E 1 0 were allowed to change, the minimum in
the error would increase. Were a second parameter allowed
`	 iA
tl	 to change, the minimum in the error curve , would, in general,
be shifted from the actual parameter value. .
error
2.0(actual value) 3.5
	 4.0 4.5
figure 2
During the inversion, none of the five parameter values
is known. The error gives only a crude idea.of where the
parameter Lies. Rather than declare the value of E' to
be four, the program uses the error to decide which of the
Limits is nearer the true value of e'. As the parameters
converge to their proper values, the minimum in the error
curve should approach the true value of E'.
The effects of the parameters generally overlap. For
instance, decreasing the emissivity at 10.7 -gigahertz
may be"done by increasing the magnitude of the scattering
70
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curve or by translating it in £requency. 2 The first choice	 j
1
	
	 involves the parameter p while the second involves z..^
Which should change?
I	 To distinguish between them, the program applies a
{
test, If changing p forces a limiting curve to cross the 	 ,!
measured curve, p will not tie changed. Then, z  is given
F  an opportunity, If z can improve the fit without crossing,	 )' "
4
""~r	 it will be changed.	 i`
'i
j
try i^ 7.
I {,
j	
l
E
PROGRAM
emiss ivi
(10.7GH
E.i.
Before beginning, the program must have the
emissi.v hies, their frequencies and any fixed parameters.
For each of the remaining parameters, a range must be
established. The limits are grouped into two sets which	 i^
generate the upper and lower limiting curves. These sets
of limits must satisfy two requirements. First, these
.curves may never cross the measurements; the upper curve
must be higher ^:han the measured emissivity at any frequency.
Second, holding all other parameters constant, a limit
t
	 from the upper curve, C 1 1j], crust generate a curve higher
than the one generated by its lower curve counterpart, C2[j];
as a parameter varies from the upper curve limit to the
lower one, the curve becomes lower.
their limits.	 To-determine which limit fits better, the
difference between the predicted emissivity, EMI, and
the measured emissivity, em, is squared and summed over -
the five •frequencies.s
5
VARI	 ( EMI [ it	 -- em[i]	 ) 2
i=1
. The limit with the greater variance is changed. 	 In
matching the measurements, the program minimizes the squared =si
:;-
{error,
How much the limit should change is uncertain.	 Since I 1
emissivity depends nonlinearly upon each parameter, a
i
parameter range cannot be decreased by any set fraction. I;
If, for example,
	
the lower limit of the ice thickness, d, I
were moved halfway across the range, the actual value of
d would be left outside the new range.	 Each change must
be checked to see that the new limit has not overshot the
true value.
emissi., ity
-
_^measured value
IG rt
j	 d
- (lower
	 (upper
limit)	 limit)figure 5
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rI	 A limiting curve should be ab 'le to approach the mea-
sured curve without ever crossing it. If the curves do
cross, it would be because a parameter had bypassed its
true value. This is the assumption behind a test to in-
sure that the actual parameter value is still included
^i
,i.
	
	
in the new range. Before the old limit is changed, the
proposed limit is tested to see that the curve it generates
is everywhere above or below the measurements. If so,
ff 	 •
the sum of the absolute differences between the predicted
and measured emi.ssiviti. es will equal the absolute sum
of the differences.
5	 5
r
EM1[i] - eni ( i]l =	 { EMl [ il - em[i] )
l
If this crossing condition is met, the new limit is adopted.
If not, the proposed limit will be moved back toward its
old value.
The tenta.wive limits change by Incrementing the
index L. If L were one, and the limit did not satisfy
the crossing condition, L would become two, and the new
limit would be tested.
Often it is not desirable to change the parameter
range too drastically. The new limiting curve might be
moved so close to the measured curve that subsequent para-
meters-could not change without causing the curves to cross.
The initial value of L is called G and. must be
specified each time the program is run. When G is high,
the limits-change gradually, and the. last parameter has
"£	 much the same opportunity to converge to its true value
as the first one has. Cl [ j I isthe .j th element in the
=s	 first set of parameter limits. C 2 [ j ] is its counterpart
in the second set.
L-C1[j]+C2[j7
L+l .	 .
pass	 L•Cl[j]+C2[,j]
L: G	 test-^C1Lj 3
initial value	 fail.	 1+L .
L:L+l
increment
j:j+l new parameter
figure 6
The same gray an area may be better filled using small
squares, a curve may be better fit by approaching the.
rlf
Vill
Lt-'G
j=k=m=1
if k=l '	 C= ( C l+C 2 ) /2 	if k=2
EMl ][ m ]	 2
vari =(em[ml -EMl [ m]) +vari
m:m+l
if m<5
m=l
k=k+l
a
if varil>vari2	 C	 •if, var12>vari.l
	
then X:C1	
vaI	 then h;C2
(C3[j]•L+C2[ j]) 	sumn=	 (CI[ ]+L•C2[3])
XCj]
	
sumab=0	 X[3]=
	
41
L+1	 _ 	 L+1
U
EMX1[m]
.. sumn=em[m]-- EMXl(ml +sumn
sumab=em[m]-EMXI[ml+sumab
vari= ( em [ml -• EMXl(m]) 2+vari
m.m+l
if m<5
	
Q	
sumabAsumnl
if varil>vari2
then C 1 [al °X[3] else C2[3]=X[j]
L= Gj : 3 +l
n: +l	 if J<5
n<Y	 I3C=(C1 ^ 2)/2
Display(Cl,C21C)
FLOW C$ART
	
4,
if
Ililt ,
 .
PERFORMANCE
-
If this program is to be used with confidence, the
j
inverted values it returns must be unique. 	 No matter
what the initial limits are or • in what order the parameters
change,	 the final result should be the same-. ?I
To examine the effects of the initial limits on the
. a .ri results,	 three sets of limits are inverted for the same
set of emissivities.	 The first set, A,	 is. symmetrical
1 about the true parameter values. 	 The second set, A', is
asymmetrical.	 The third, A", is identical to A' except
for the range-of d,	 ice thickness.	 In A",	 the true value
of the ice thickness is left outside the initial' limits. 
'For the set of parameters
E'=3.0	 0=0.05	 p=l.{I	 z0=0.1 ..	 d=109
k
1
the Composite Model predicts these emissivities
^
^
0.483	 @	 1.4 GHz,
0.537	 @	 2.7 GHz
'0.607
	 @	 5.0 GHz
0.705	 @	 10.7 GHz
0.853	 @	 37.5 GHz.
Initial Limits
	 Final Limits*	 midpoint
A	 2.5 < E'	 <	 3.5	 3.21 < E'	 <	 3. 3 3	 3.27'
0.1 > E" >	 0.01	 0.06 > E" >	 0.05	 0.054
0	 < p
	 < 2.0	 1. 02 < p	 < 1.27	 1.15 .
0.05< z	 < 0.15
	 0.13 < z
	 <	 0.14	 0.14
20 -	 >	 d p >	 1	 12.	 >	 d 0 > -9.6	 10.7
a
A t	 2.0 <	 E'	 <	 3.5	 3.05 <	 E'	 <.3.23	 3.14
0.1 >	 £"	 0.01	 0.06 > e" >	 0.05	 0.056
0.5 <	 p	 <	 2.0
	 1.09 <	 p	 <	 1.27	 1.1'8
0.09< z	 <	 0.15	 0.13 <	 z	 <	 0.14
	
0.14
15 > d0 >	 >	 >1	 11	 d 0	 9.2	 10
.*Twenty iterations were performed with G.equal to nine.
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Initial Limits
A ll
	
2.0 < E 1
 < 3.5
O.I. ^ E" * 0.04
0.5 <. p < 2.0
0.09<-z < 0.15
9 < d0 < 1
Final Limits
2.78 < E' < 2.96
0.07	 E" > 0.06
1.08 < p < 1.27
0.12 < z < 0.12
B.	 < d < 7 •
mid Ro in t
2.87
0.068
1.18
0.12
7.6
•	 f
1
;a
r
i
Y'
The final limits of the first two sets,	 A' and A", are q
almost identical.	 They differ in the value of E', but
the difference is small compared to the wide range across
which,'O'was originally allowed to vary.	 In this example,
3
the midpoint values of A' are as good as or better than
those of A.
	 It seems there is no reason to believe that j
the initial limits should be symmetrical about the actual
parameter values.
Three of the five parameters have been very accurately
determined.	 The midpoints for E p and d are in error by
V
only ten percent of their initial ranges.	 Values for E'
and z 0 , however,-.are much less accurate. For A.	 the midpoint
of E ' is too high by more than twenty —five percent of its ?	 .
initial range.	 z 0 is off by forty percent of its original
-- range.	 For V. the error in the midpoint of e l is only
ten percent of the initial range, but'z 0 is too high by
almost seventy percent of its initial range.
a This is the problen referred to earlier.
	 During the
inversion, a parameter is assumed equal to the average of
its current limits.	 If this average is very different
from the actual parameter value, the minimum error may
occur when E' is far from its true value.	 The program
may be 'tricked into changing the better'of the two limits.
If the crossing condition then fails to detect the mistake,
the new limit may leave the actual value of e l outside the i
range.
	 For this curve,	 it is not surprising that e l and
S!
z 0 overshoot their true values.	 e l and z^ tend to their
y3
y
i
upper Limits in order to match the very low emissivity at
low frequency, and there is no point a limiting curve is
likely to'czoss as these two increase.
The, final limits for the set A" are quite different
because of the incorrect range for d. Among the parameters,
3
only E t has a midpoint value correct to ten percent of its
initial range.
	 Low as it was to start,with,
	 the upper limit
of d still decreased.
	 There is no indication that this
limit was improperly set.
	 When establishing initial limits,
it is safer to make the ranges broad.
So, for any set of limits that includes the actual
value of each parameter,
	 the results are the same.
	 The
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inversion should also be independent of the order in which
the'Parameters are changed. The inverted results should
be the same whether E' is considered first or last. Starting
with the set of initial limits, A', the same .set of emis-
j
sivities is inverted with the parameters considered in two
^' new orders.	 Again, twenty iterations are performed with
l G equal to nine.
r
The	 forresults the three orders are identical.almost
j^ Again E' and z 0 are too high.	 Again E", p	 and d are
very close to their true values.	 The only difference
between the results is in E'.	 There the difference between '^:,•, 1
the midpoints is still small compared to the initial range.
!'f
. When G is equal. to a large number like nine., the parameter :.	 .;`
y
i
order has little effect on the results.
!
order Final Limi ts iaidl2oint
E "	 d,	 E'^	 P^	 z0, 3.07 < s'	 <	 3.25 3.16• 
0.06 > E" > 0.05 0.055
1.09 < p	 < 1.27 1.18
F,^ 
0.13 < z 0 < 0.14 0.14
kill..	 >	 d	 >	 9^ 010.
d,	 z 0s	 P,	 E,	 E e 3.25 <	 E'	 <	 3.50 3.37
0.07	 > E" > 0.04 0.54
1.04 < p	 < 1.22 1.13
0.14
	 <	 z	 <	 0.15. 0.14 J=
s' 15,	 > d0 >	 6.7 11
E t
s	
Eee9
	 Pa	 z 0 ,	 d 3.05 < E 	 < 3.23 3.14
0.06 > E" > 0.05 0.056
1.09 < p	 < 1.27 1.18
0.13 < z	 < 0.14
>11	 d0 >	 9.2
0.14 4	 ^
10
so
U V
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In this example, the inversion program determines
p and d very accurately, E ''less accurately and fails
to determine z^. For another curve, the program determines
E', p and z 0 very accurately and 6" and d Jess accurately.
It seems that how well a particular parameter is determined
depends upon the curve. in the first curve, there are very
low values of emissivity at 1.4 and 2.7 gigahertz which
force 8 t and z 0 to be large. Because E l and z 0 can increase
without causing the limiting curves to cross any measurement,
the crossing condition does not restraiii them from over-
shooting their true values. In the second curve, there
is a distinct drop in the emissivity at 19.4 gigahertz
that pinpoints z 0 . There is-nothing, however, to highlight
d and E ". Their inverted values are less accurate.
d=30p=0.75
	
0.776	 @
	
0.863	 @
	
0.893	 @
	
0.873	 @
	
0.858	 @
	
0.870
	 @
z0=0.07
1.4 GHz
2.7 GHz
5.0 GHz
10.7 GHz
19.4 GHz
37.5 GHz
E '=2.7	 8 "= 0.1
Initial Limits
3.5	 ?^' E t > 2.0
0 1 . O1< E" < 0.1
2.0 ? p > 0.1
0.15 5 z > 0.05
,.1	 I< d 0 < 50
Final Limits
2.72 > E l	 > 2.54
0.07 < E " < 0.08
0.98 > p	 > 0.75
0.073> z	 > 0.061
42	 < O < 48
midpoint
2.63
0.075
0.86
0.067
45
4i
1
INVERSION of REAL DATA
3
To test the model itself, emissivity data can be
inverted to determine the physical properties of a site.
Then the deduced properties can be checked with what is
know about the site.
T. Schmugge published an article including both mea-
scared emissivities and descriptions of three frozen lakes.
Hasato Nagase inverted this data using the Composite Model
and correlated the parameter values he found with the
l
properties of each sit e. 4 	The inversion process was long
and tedious.	 Using this program, 	 the inversion can be
dome in minutes.*	 The results agree closely with Nagase's
and generate emissivities that differ from the measurements
1
by less than 0.04 on the emissivity scale of zero to one.
In performing the inversion,	 the real and imaginary
11 parts of the dielectric constants for the underlying water
. F
>a
or moist soil are assumed to be known.
	
The ice thicknesses
i
for the thicker two lakes are also assuu:ed.	 Emissivity
approaches a constant value past a certain depth beyond
which the program cannot distinguish different thicknesses.
For Bear Lake, the thinnest of the three, the data is 5,;
inverted for ice thickness.
	
The ice is specified to be
between one and fifty centimeters thick.	 The program
' narrows this range to thirteen to twenty-four centimeters.
*For five frequencies and five parameters, the time required
per iteration is about forty seconds.
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_i The actual thickness measured at the site was fifteen
centimeters.
The emissivity data is given for six frequencies	 +
between 1.4 and 37.5 gigahertz. The emissivity . at 37.5
gigahertz is measured separately for horizontal and vertical
polarizations. For the sake of matching, the two points
are reduced to one, their average.
Schmugge is unclear as to how the emissivity is measured
at. 19.4 gigahertz. At one point, he refers to.that• channel
as horizontally polarized and scanning. In another place,
.he implies that that radiometer views from nadir, directly
downward. Because the horizontally polarized emission is
less intense than the vertically polarized emission when
measured at an angle, the very low emissivity at 19.4
gigahertz suggests that this radiometer does scan. Since
the model works only , for observations made from nadir, the
measurement at 19.4 gigahertz is ignored.
The initial limits assumed here and earlier are
chosen to span the range of values found in ice and snow. •
The dielectric properties'are reviewed by S. Evans in the
-journal of Gl.aciol.ogy. 5 The parameters p and z 0 are
scattering parameters introduced by GurvLch: S The choice
of range for them is based on Nagase's experience which is
documented in his thesis.7
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frequency (GHz)
parameter midpoint Nasasets. EMI em
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p 1.39 1.1-1.6 0.624 0.608
z 0 0.083 0.08-0.12 0.702 0.720
d=15 18 0.813 0.800
ewp =8 0
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T=7 e circles represent the emissivities predicted
using the midpoint parameter values.
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frequency(GHz)
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parameter
_
midpoint Nagase's•	 EMI em
results
2.7 2.9-3.2	 0.853 •0.819
" 0.082 0.095-0.11. 0.905 0.930
p 0.39 0.35-0.45	 0.922 0.893
x a 0.058 .0.05-0.065
	 0.90. 0.923
d-50 0.901 0.899
ewp-75
ewpp=10
figure 10
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SUMMARY
This general inversion scheme uses an iterative ^I
approach t'o tighter	 initially wide ranges about the actual
values of a se;: of parameters. 	 Limiting curves above .and
^
below the measured points are generated by two sets of
y	
4
parameter limit s. 	 These sets are made to converge subject
` to the condition that their limiting curves never cross
the measurements.	 This criterion is intended to insure
that the limits do not bypass the true parameter values.
Because the parameters are considered sequentially, 	 their
t3 -
order may affect the final results. 	 To minimize this, 4
the limits can be made to change gradually allowing each
parameter equal - opportunity to converge to its proper
value.
The success of the program varies between sets of
data.	 Some are better inverted than others. 	 The quality
c. of the inversion can always be checked by substituting the 1
Inverted values into the model and comparing the prediction
with •_- the.rmeasurements.	 The result, however good . or bad,
i^
are consistent for different initial limits and parameter s"
.
orders.
	
In the final examples,
	
the program demonstrates
9
its utility by successfully repeating three difficult
6
inversions of remote sensing data dome by M. Nagase.
• 3
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`	 Introduction
The field of passive remote _.;-nsing is at the same `^}
time very old and very young.	 Very young if we remember
that the first radiometer was acknowledged by R. H. Dicke
in 1946 in a science revue entitled "The measurement of
f
.- thermal` radiation at microwave' frequencies" in which
'i
Dicke explains that the behavior of a microwave switching
circuit that compares the thermal radiation power emitted
from an object with that emitted from an internal reference
source.	 And yet, a field very old if one takes notion of
all the variety of applications, not all fully exhausted,
that were derived from it.	 Without involving ourselves =
with the whole list we may just mention a few applications
of remote sensing such as measurements of ocean surface
dynamics, ocean salinity, atmospheric temperature; detec-e
tion of sea ice, storm cells, agricultural crops and soil
moisture content.	 We shall be interested with the latter
feature.
Whereas meteorologists are interested in'tracking the
'	 moisture content of soil over large areas to learn more
}
about mass and energy exchange at the air-soil interface,
i
and hydrologists in the same behavior to predict runoff,
,	 our more modest task is to try to determine its presence
in dry areas of mostly sandl.ike composition.
}
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SStanding between the almost rainfree Sahara desert
and the rain favored regions of the tropical zone, the Sahel
region meets the definition of a transition area, and as
such, displays many of the characteristics we intend to
study.:
It seems thus far that we are nowhere limited in the
:L
analysis of therual radiation except within the frequency
spectrum.
	 Dicke makes a point of confining himself to mi-
crowave frequencies, and yet remote sensing at visible and
infrared wavelengths has contributed useful data.	 However,
it was noticed that the surface of the earth could not be
observed when obscured by cloud cover, nor could it be ob-
served during nightime, except perhaps with "cryogenically
cooled far--infrared sensors". 	 Hence the "operational utility"
of these sensors is Limited since most of the earth's surface
is covered by clouds or in darkness.	 In contrast cloud cover
is much more transparent at microwave frequencies which make Q
microwave sensors more insensitive to weather or sunlight.
The only possible unattractive feature of microwave
sensing is the poor spatial resolution associated with it.
resolution of optical. and infrared sensors will generally VThe
^ be better then that of microwave sensors since high resolu-
h` tion can be achieved only with antennas large relative to
s wavelength. 	 This is not a real problem, however, if the
jl regions of interest are widespread enough such as ours.
s
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But more determining fa--tors are involved in our anal-
ysis (as we shall see later) such as the sensitivity of the
microwave radiometer, which as given by R. H. Dicke is.
.rte
`I AT -- 2THJV
k
_
TN = absolute system noise temperature
.: B - RP	 noise bandwidth
T = postdetection integration time. 
AT
	
is the variation in brightness temperature.where
.,i
brightness temperature is related to the surface temperature
by	 TB = e Ts	(e = emissivity at -the surfdce) .
An even more important factor is the drainage dynamics
of water in sandlike soils. 	 To understand better the phe-
nomena we will resort to concepts in .soil mechanics.
Among the various techniques used to determine the
^ _
brightness temperature. or correspondingly the emitted power
from the earth, radiative transfer equations are often the
ones referred to. 	 However, great care must be taken in
applying them, since they are applicable in certain cases a
only.	 On the other hand through the Fresnel reflection
y
coefficient approach we find more flexibility and dynamic
range.	 We shall nonetheless investigate the different pos-
sible approaches and choose the most appropriate for our
particular analysis.
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The Dielectric Constant
r
Since the properties of soils are .our major concern,
J
we are thereby inclined to look upon the characteristics of
a their dielectric constants which depend on frequency, water r^
content, and temperature.
Frequency_ Dependence
The frequency dependence of the dielectric materials
'E.
is linked to the way they react to an electric field. 	 The
charge carriers within them are capable of being displaced
by the latter and give rise to polarization.
	
There are many
kinds of polarizations [1] such as electron polarization	 ae , f
atomic polarization
	 aa ,	 orientation or (dipole) polariza-
tion	 ad	space charge or interfacial polarization 	 a,	 and
resonance polarization	 ar .	 We limit ourselves to the effect
of the electronic displacement and orientation polarization.
The Clausus-Mosotti equations expresses the relationship
between the dielectric constant and the polarization as
follows:
1
s	 --1
-4na
s + 2	 3
where	 n	 is the number of molecules •,.and	 a	 a 	 + ad.
c	 is the dielectric constant. -
REZ'RODUCD3ILITy OF TJJL
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When applied to moist soils the dielectric constant
is allowed to be complex: e = s '' + i e ll . The imaginary
part of the dielectric constant governs the dissipative
feature of the soils. In Figure 1, tan 6 is the loss tan-
gent . tan 6 = E: ' 1/e 	 and T is the relaxation time (in the
case of electron displacement alone it can reach the order
'of T =_ 10-15 s)..
The dependence of the dielectric constant (soils) on
frequency is related to the dielectric relaxation spectrum
of the water contained within it.
;r
	
	 When comparing the relaxation of water in bulk and
moist soil.. Figure 2 and Figure 3 021 , we observe similar
'distributions. The only difference is that "the maximum
dielectric loss of relaxation in soils is displaced to lower
frequency and the relaxation occurs over a narrower frequency
band in soils than in bulk water" as noted by P. Hoesktin
and A. Delaney in a paper treating with the dielectric pro-
perties of soils (31
An analytical expression was found by Cole and Cole
(1941) for the relaxation of soil water which is the following.
E, -t-(:Xn 6
x^
R	 le	 t0i	 109	 [CIO	 10"	 . , . 'q
Frequency, Hz	 f
i
Fs
i
t.
K"j
a
`t
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time. a is a parameter showing the distribution of relax- 	 r
ation times.
	 IL
When mixing water and soils without previously knowing
the resulting value of	 a t
	
it is easier to assume the sep--
crate values of	 a (water)	 and	 a (soil)	 and obtain thew
F
R•	
L v'
dielectric constant of the mixture by using
is
tas	 s.
s (w3 = s	 ^.	 ws	 s^	 ,^	 +w	 1+ (iw w) l	 .aw	 s	 1 f (iwT	 1- as
4
where	 -w	 and	 -r s	 are the two different relaxation times,
aw ,	 as	 represent the respective dispersion factor.	 (Actu--
ally for water	 aw = 1,)	 This equation suffers the incon -
venience of not indicating the proportions in which the dry
soil and water might be mixed.
Water Content Dependence
In that respect, mixture formulas are more informative :n
and give us a better gauge on . the effect of water content
on the dielectric constant.. 	 It is useful, however, before
reviewing some of these formulas to give ourselves some de-
finitions [41 regarding the terminology that will be used
{
later.	 For instance,-what is usually meant by moisture con-
tent is theratio of the weight of the water to the weight
•
Y
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of the dry so.l: water saturation is the ratio of the
volume of water in the pores to the volume of the pores
	 A,
(if we assume sandlike soils then each grain of sand can
be considered as having a spherical geometry.
	 ^Iithin a
configuration of four adjacent spheres the spacing in the
middle can be assumed to be a "pore' ;
 whose size depends
wonly upon the radius of the spheres). 	 Lastly, volume frac-
tion of water is just the ratio of the volume of water filling
the pores to the total volume of the material.
It is hard to find a single mixture formula that one
can apply in all circumstances.	 Each one of them is only
I,
i
.valid for either a particular frequency range, or mixtures
having more than two components where the difference between
the dielectric constant may vary a great deal.
Tarkhov's formula gives an average value of
	 E	 for
water bearing materials.
	 t
s - ]	 s l - 1	 E2 _	 en - l
3
---^-- _ --------^ e
	 +	 e	 +	 ... +	 e
^'	 2s+2	 s2 +2	 e 2 +2	 en+2	 n i
I
where	 6 1 , e 2 s ...On 	are the volume fractions of the com-
ponents	 (e l + e2 +	 ... + Bn = l} .
	 E l , s 2 ,	 ... En	 are the
e
respective dielectric constants.
	 For large differences
i
between dielectric constants we have Lichtehicker's formula
i
I
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1
•
. }
log e = Al
 log s l + 6	 log e2 .
For mixtures with only two components (soil, water) at
microwave frequencies, we have Pierce 's formula ^	 1
'
fl (1	 .. F) ^'
1
sw +	 tes	 sw ) .1 '" f1F
ss = soil dielectric constant
sw = water dielectric constant
fl = volume fraction of soil -r=
F = adjustable parameter
But of all the formulas the one that showed the best ex-
perimental ^^	 matching was Wiener's formula
a	
• i
Es fs U + sw f W
i
fS U + w
!r
f5 = volume fraction of 'the two components
	 fs + w = 1
f
w = volume fraction of the two components 	 fs + fw = 1
ss = dielectric r:,9
£w = dielectric
108
rr
:ti; f s	 + F
sU =	 where	 F	 is an adjustable parameter.
sw `^' F
Temperature. Dependence
The third parameter, which affects the dielectric con-
stant is temperature.' No correlation between the tempera-
ture behavior of water in bulk and that in moist soils can
be made since in the first case we have	 de'/dt < 0	 and in
the second	 de'/dt > 0.
9
However, a more quantitative relationship between the
dielectric constant and temperature resides in the Debye
F
formula 161
I	 M	 4	 2
----- 
	Nn a	 +	 1^ _1
s + .-0
	
p	 3	 e	 3kT
M = molecular weight of the material
p -- density
N = Avogadro's number =`	 .
ae = polarizabili'ty caused by electron displacement
V = average dipole moment
T = temperature in Kelvin.
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Thermal Emission and Radiation
i
D. H. Staelin, reports the physics of thermal emis--
sion ^ 7 ^ as follows: "All solids,. liquids, gases and plasmas
are coupled electromagnetically to their surroundings and
R• 	 #
bence . absorb and emit electromagnetic radiation ove r a spec-
tral region ranging from radio frequencies to optical
frequencies and beyond. The emission results primarily
from the thermal motion of the charged particles which com-
prise the material, and depends upon the temperature of the
material and upon the degree of coupling between the material
and the electromagnetic field"..
. Y
1
Blackbody Radiation
If we consider the case of perfect coupling to the
electromagnetic field such as a perfect absorber blackbody,
then the radiation intensity is given by Planck's radiation
law;
3
=	
2hf	 watts m^2 H^ _1 ster_1	(1} F
cx (ehf/kT _ 1} i
where
h	 Planck's constant k,
r
f = frequency
110
i
w 
Y. = Boltzmann's constant
T = temperature.
Between the radio region and frequencies tip to 	 ti 10	 Hz
and for temperature greater than	 5K	 (which is our case) ,
equation (l) can be reduced to the Rayleigh-Jeans Law:
-L
I 2 2YT watts m_2 Hz^l ster_l
x2
= wavelength in meter, ?	 "
I
From this linear relationship between the intensity and
temperature we get a similar relationship between the power i
P	 intercepted by an antenna (microwave sensor) and the
temperature of a blackbody. 	 h'e then have
P = kT watts Hz 
I
or
TB
 -- P/kB #	 i
f
. i
I
where	 B	 is the bandwidth of the frequencies considered.
TB	is called brightness temperature.
I
-
_
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Emission by a Surface
• a
We can associate a brightness temperature to a surface
3
(earth, air boundaries).
	
"If the intervening atmosphere
between those surfaces and the radiometer is lossy then the
radiation emitting from them will, be somewhat attenuated
and the lossy atmosphere itself will emit thermal radiation.
A radiometer would thus yield an apparent absolute tempera-
tureTB	given by the radiative transfer equation"["].
•
•
j
i
y:.
d
TB = t (e To + r TR)	 +
	
t) T'	 (2)
f
a
t = atmospheric transmissivity	 (0 < t < 1)
e = emissivity of object	 (0 < e < 1)
o = absolute temperature of the surface
r = power reflectivity of surface 	 (0 < r < 1)
TR = equivalent absolute radiation temperature
incident on surface
Ts = absolute temperature of lossy atmosphere between
surface and radiometer.
One of the interesting parameters of equation (2) is a
the emissivity	 e.	 By applying the principle of detailed 3
balance 1 9 1  we get that:	 (or reciprocity)
112
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Different Al22roaches to Surface Sensi_ n2 by
	Radiative Transfer Equations 	 n
As mentioned earlier, the brightness temperature is duce
to emission of radiation of earth surfaces. However, the
word surface is ambiguous. Is the surface the only part that 	 f 	 F'
iK 
contributes to the emission of the earth? Certainly not
since the whole subsurface region_ adds to the total emission.
To determine the depth at which the emission of radiation is
[	 7
negligible we refer to "reprocity" and examine again the case
of an incident electromagnetic wave. The probing depth (or
equivalently, the depth just mentioned 'above) would be the
one at which the electromagnetic wave would be totally at-
tenuated.
Half-Space Model
It is through such an approach that X. F. Kunzi modeled
the brightness temperature of snow and ice. Hopeful.l.y,
Kunzi' model. for snow and ice (10]s	 will enlighten us in soil: 	 p^^
moisture sensing. He uses the radiative transfer equation:
°	 x
CE (x , , Y) dfi'CO
oTB (°Y) W E(v)	 T(x) a(x, v)e	 dx	 (3)
g
"i
Here T (x) represents the subsurface temperature, a (x, V)
s
is the absorption coefficient (or attenuation coefficient),
E
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x	 is the depth,	 v	 .is frequency, and	 E	 is the surface
emissivity.	 We neglect atmospheric losses,
The form of	 a(x, v)	 can be found, if we consider
the electromagnetic fields propdgati:ng in the 	 x	 direction
-i Cwt - k x)
wiha dependence of the form	 e	 x	 where	 kx	is i
the component of the propagation vector ' in the 	 z	 direction. 3
p.
We shall assume normal incidence and take	 kX 	 k.	 lie fur-
thermore have that k , = w uo , since snow and ice have also
t
complex permittivities . 	 k	 has then a real and imaginary
i
part, which implies that the fields will decay exponentially
with depth (Figure 5). 	 The attenuation coefficient	 a	 is ?
such that
a	 Im (k) .
Since the half-space considered is inhomogeneous, ..AI
is a function of	 x,	 and since	 a	 is also a function of
frequency,	 a (x, v) - Tm(k) .
The sursurface temperature on the other hand is approxi-
mated by
T(x)	 _ T10 	 6 e -Yx .	 (4)
T10 --= the temperature at the surface
Y = the thermal decay constant
116
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7LI
S - temperature deviation from T10.
r
While neglecting scattering, the other assumption being
made is that for the dielectric constant, s' is independent
1
of. temperature and frequency. It .was also found that
e	 E' » E", hence that power absorption coefficient can be
approximated' by:
A
a ti 27ryeti c,r
3
't
Integrating equation (3) with a held constant (vari-
ation of s" with temperature and depth are neglible for
ice and snow) and using equation (4) we find
T$ = E Tl0 + as
a + y
Let us then try to apply Y.un zi's approach. to the case
of soil moisture determination. To simplify our task we
consider the case of constant temperature throughout the
half-space. Equation (3) can be transformed in the following
way •
.	 x	 x
TB
 = Ts l dx a We 3 	 = 1 -- d e
0	 dx
^xa (x') dx' x1	 f xla (x') dx'
dx -- -Ts e	 = Ts 1 - e	 (5)
0	 F
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The problem here is to be able to determine the moisture
content of the soil given , the brightness temperature TB .
If we want to get a closed form relationship between
T^ and the moisture distribution in the soil f (x) we see
a
from equation (5) that a (x) must be integrable for this
a	 to be possible.
But what is the dependence of a on f(x). Using
Wiener's formula:
sw	 Sf U+ E fs
£ --
wU+fs
where
E + Ffw +f -1,	 U- s
s	 E + F
w
identifying fw = f (x) .
Ew = dielectric constant of water
E s = dielectric constant of soil.
We obtain,
Ew U f (x) + E 5 (1 - f (Y.) )
E --
f (x) U + (1 "` f (X) )
(Ew	 U	 Es) f (x) + E S	 A f (.X) + B
E I + (U - ,) f (x)
	 C f (x) + D
1}}
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A. B, Cr D, are complex. Therefore:
j
U(x) = W m	 A f (x) + B •
c	 C f (x) * D	 ,a
i
.	 _ r
Suppose, we are given TB , Ts , w, sw r E s . We find
that we cannot determine s uniquely since there are an in-
finite number of ways to relate a "real" value*of the square
root of a comp^ex number.
We could on the other hand postulate the form of f (x) 	 G yf
and tentatively (a computer helping) try to approach the given
wii-k
value of	 TB ,	 but in doing so we may loose touch of the phys-
icalreality of the moisture distribution in the soil.
The other deceiving feature of this technique is that
the constraints imposed on Kunzi I s model make its application
to moisture sensing less accurate than what might have been
expected.
	
This is due mainly to the fact that the attenua-
tion (moist soil)
	 "was" significant compared to a wavelength,
and because the real part of the dielectric constant changes
rapidly.
Generalized Half-Space Model
To remedy this, we hope that a more general approach of
radiative transfer such as Stogryn's (ll) would be more easily
I20
applicable to our case. The procedure Stogryn uses is still.
with a half--space model with vertical variations in permit-
tivity and temperature.	 lie finds a radiative transfer equa-
tion by solving Maxwell. °s equations using a randomly fluctua-
ting current density with a known mean value. 	 Since his
t	 development is a rather lengthly analytical discussion of
Green I s function solutions with boundary condition to be
satisfied we shall go ,directly to his results which stand as:
0
TB	 I 
R12	
Ta 	 E1	 I R1 21	 dx t	 T (x')	 f (x' •^nc
where
^^	 2
..-.,. im [ e (x t , w) l	 —	 exp (--2Im	 y dXf2c	 (x	 X I
Re	 (e (0, w)	 - sin26)1/2}
s = normalized dielectric constant
y (x)	 =	 (w/c) (	 (x,	 w)	 -• sin2 a )1/2
6	 angle of incidence of electromagnetic wave . on the
half-space (we shall take its value to be zero in b	 `
our case)
Tinc	 can be considered as the surface temperature	 TS
i
T(x') = temperature profile in the half-space..
s
Stogryr{'s model is very appealing even though the
121
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expression of brightness temperature is long. However,
because it is limited by the constraint of a slowly varying 	 3
dielectric constant (this time real and imaginary parts can
vary)
I	 R.
de < t W e
Idx
this would limit in turn our analysis of moisture sensing
to slowly varying distribution which may not always be the
case e
Skin Depth A22roach
Rather than using the radiative transfer approach to
the problem, G. Poe and A. T. Edgerton relied on Fresnel
s' [l2]Reflection Coefficient
	
for a half-space as in Figure 4.
The model they use to ascertain the moisture content in soil
is as follows:	 "the model originates from the hypothesis
that it is the total mass of water per unit area lying be-
tween the surface and one electromagnetic skin depth which
". determines the brightness temperature".
i
The relation relating the skin depth to the dielectric
S
constant of the half-space, is:
a	 (6)
X	 2 T Im
F
(1t
1 y	 F
p13
{
where	 d	 is the skin depth,	 a	 the wavelength,	 k	 E/EO
1
4 with the familiar expression of the emissivity
. 	 .".
e_1-r	 (7)
and Wiener I s mixture ,formula (W} they derive a four step
procedure to obtain the total mass of water per unit area. +
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(i)	 Assuming that the surface temperature 	 TS	 is the
_
same throughout the medium, then from measured brightness
temperature (corresponding to specified volume percent mois-
ture content) and	 Ts	 an effective emissivity	 e = TB/Ts
`.^ is determined.
, , ( ii)	 From the established emissivity in	 art (i) and(	 )	 Y	 p
the corresponding volume percent of moisture content, a
curve relating	 a	 and percent of water in the soil is drawn.
_	 II (Use equations	 (T) and	 (W) . }
1
(iii)	 Then a curve relating	 6	 to percent of water is
determined with equations	 (6) and (11). 3
-
•
_	
3
Uv)	 Finally, the total crass of water per unit area is
i
I obtained.b	 l	 6	 and percent of water.	 In Y ^ust multiplyingg
r. the result of their analysis it is found that the brightness
temperature behaves generally linearly with moisture con-
tent.(Figure 6.)	 This is in accord with some experimental
Y'
r
results obtained by T. Schmugge (l3) . ;€
i
i.
fi
1 6 ^
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Proposed Model and Approach
We gave ourselves the task of determining the soil
moisture content in the dry region of the Sahel. However,
unlike Poe and Edgerton, the emphasis will be made more on
determining a moisture profile rather than moisture in bulk.
Trying to be more qualitative .implies a more thorough know-
s'
ledge of the dynamics of water flow in sandy soils. The
problem at hand consists in evaluating the shape of the water
content profile which would simulate the penetration of water
after rainfall.
soil Mechanics Considerations
The drainage mechanics in cohesionless soils has been
[14)fuily explored by T. W. Lambe 	 Hence we shall appeal to
+	 his theory for the understanding of water flow in sandlike
9^.
soils. In a first step we refresh our n-iemory about the gen-
eral hydrodynamic equation of flow. The assumptions are,
a
t as in Figure 7, that flow.is vertical and laminar. It will
be laminar if we assume that the soil is made of fine sand. 	 `'z
We are urithin that limit if we consider a grain size dis-
tribution such as in Figure 8. By using Darcy's Law we ob-
tain the rate of flow r in a soil element such as in Figure
6. We then determine the net rate of flow, Ar by consid-
ering the rate of flow both at the bottom and at the top of
126
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.the soil element (:t direction). We then equate Ar with
the internal change of water within that element and obtain
finally the general hydrodynamic equation for laminar flow
in soils which is the following:
-i
•
^4^:SI 
	 IS
dx dy dz f
S	 ^. +.e 
If in the above equation	 k	 is constant,	 a	 is constant,
i
G	 is constant then we get
	 2 2h/az 2	0	 which is the fami-
liar Laplace I s equation for one dimensional steady flow.
When considering flow in soils tae can generally focus
on four groups, they are as follows:
(i)	 Flow where	 G	 remains constant but	 e	 varies.
I(ii)	 Flow where	 a	 and	 G	 are both constant or
steady flow.
I
(iii)	 Flow where	 a	 remains constant and	 G	 varies„
(iv)
	
Flow where both
	 e	 and	 G	 change.
-	
1
!
The two first groups have been thoroughly studied j
and represent no great interest here.
	
Lambe focused on the
third category which is no doubt, of greater interest to us.
-
i
The important aspect as shown by Lambe i.s that flow in
4	 t..
Fsolids depends upon a total head	 h,	 which in turn is made "^
up of several types of head.
	 One .type of head which con-
tributes greatly to flow is the capillary head. 	 By head we
mean here a cannular path which is used by the water to flow
within the soil.
	 when discussing movement of rater in soils,
we must mention then fFie effect of capillary pull since there
130
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t	 w
is a tendency for the water to be held up against gravity.
Lambe experimentally verified this phenoma. 	 The curves
that were obtained relating height and corresponding level
of saturation agree with the following equation:
a	
W1/'2 
(H /X r) z <<
S(x')	 l	 - e	 (9)
4
where	 S(x')	 is the saturation percentage from a height
i
-.. I	 x 	 of total saturation.
11s = capillary head and is defined as
- H	 -	 2TS	 gpa
where	 T	 is the surface; tension, 	 g	 is gravity,	 p	 is
the density of water,
	 a	 is the void radii which will be
generally considered as Rayleigh distributed.
What we mean by Rayleigh distribution is a behavior of the
probabilistic distribution of the void (pore) - radii as in
h
Figure (9) .	 If the probability distribution of void radii
r,	 P (r)	 is such that,
e'r /2b	 for	 r > 0
P (r)
0	 otherwise
1
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(where	 b	 is a constant and varies with soil type) then
the radius associated with the expected value of 	 P(r)	 can
be roughly taken as our
	 a	 in the definition of	 Hs .	 The
expected value of
	 P(r)	 is taken to be:
CO
P (r)	 P(r) dr -b
0	 2
'
'
Fresnel Reflection Coefficients for a 	 'N--Layer Media
M
5
I.
7
Now that
.
 we have more insight on the soil mechanics 1
aspect of our study we can give ourselves a model that will
relate a brightness temperature to a moisture profile con- _r
forming to the one just investigated.	 We shall consider a
half-space medium, with constant temperature	 Ts ,	 with no
scattering, non-magnetic which is inhomogeneous in permit-
tivity if we consider the mapping of a moisture profile onto
5
`	 it as in Figure 10. 	 We then partition this half space into
N	 layers of uniform permittivity (calculated through Wiener's
formula) .
	
We have to then reduce the problem to finding the
reflection coefficient of a
	
N	 layer stratified media. 	 We }
^^
use Fresnel reflection coefficients -as reviewed by J. A. Kong
a
^';	 [ 15 )j	 to find the total. reflection	 R	 at the surface (air,
soil boundary) .
9
t.
'
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R2	
_1	 R2
	...^
R =
	
+ 01	 + R2
 exp (i2klx dl}	 1 . + 12
ROB,	 R03.	 R12	 R12
3
+ RZ exp (ilk (d -- d } ]	 + R23	 + ...	 4.4
212	 2x 2	 1
-	 R2 3	 R23
 
•r
+ R (n	 l)n exp [i2knx (dn -- do
	 1 ) ] nt ...	 i
r
,r
(1Q)
where. R (n 
.. 
13 n is the reflection between two adjacent
partitions as we go deeper in the soil.
do is the width of each uniform layer; knX is the
propagation vector of the electromagnetic wave in the x
direction. (Actually we may just call it kn s ince we are
considering normal incidence of the E and M craves on the
medium.)
To determine the emissivity we recall,
pp
	 E = 1	 IRI2.
	
(11)
1
With TS taken to be.the temperature of the whole subsurface
region, we then obtain the brightness temperature,
REPRODUCIBILITY 01P THE
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TB (°k) = E • Td.
Through equations (10) , (11) , and (12) , we can establish
curves relating E (and ultimately TB ) to frequency for
various heights of the moisture profile (in doing so we test
the probing sensitivity of microwave sensing). In view of
equation (10), the numerical analysis involved here requires
a computer program such as the one listed at the end of these
pages. We must however comment on the meaning of some of the
characteristic variables used.
HS, is the capillary height which determines the
maximum height of our profile.
1
KS, is the value of the dielectric constant of the soil
(KS = 2.55 + i 00.015 at frequencies ti 3 GfIz,
KS = 2.53 + i 0.009 at frequencies above 3 GHz [161
j
.f+
F
a
(12)
LIE
'f ^.
such that for frequencies 	 < 10 GHz	 F	 32	 and for
`	 4
R
frequencies	 > 10 GHz	 F = 16.
kw	 is the dielectric constant of water. r'`
z	 is the spacing between each layer of uniform dielec-
tric constant.
EX,	 its imaginary part,	 is the decay or attenuation
(of	 E	 and	 M	 wave) factor. ?
Cr, 	is a proportionality factor which varies with
	
HS
to give saturation at the bottom of the head and zero
at the top.
[4e will notice that saturation, in the profile we use
is not	 100%	 but	 40%1 .	 This is due to the fact that in
Wiener's formula the ,rater mixture has to be in volume per
cent.	 Therefore, if saturation by weight is considered to
be	 20%, and our type of sand has a specific gravity of
	 2.66,i
then the saturation levsl in volume percent is roughl y	40%.
Lastly,	 is the n mber of layers taken in the model.
	 The^1 r	 r	 tl	 y -
value should be dependent upon the height of "transition zone"
Ax	 as in Figure li where the change in the dielectric con-
stant is the fastest.
	 Another criterion for the choice of
µ
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N is related to the frequency. We assume that N must at
least satisfy N = lOd/31 where d is the depth of the
profile and X is the wavelength. Generally, for better
sensitivity and accuracy (as to the form of the profile) we
take ten to fifteen times the value of N 'obtain by the
above criterion.
There are three distinct ways in which the profile can
vary: the height of the profile, the moisture percent at
the surface, and the moisture percent at saturation.
Computer Results 1	 ;.	 r
We shall first consider variations with height of the
moisture profile.	 The heights examined were successively:
z l = 0 .7 cm,	 z 2 = 1.5  cm,	 z 3 = 5.9 cm,	 z4 - 11.0 cm.
Beyond	 z4 ,	 the lowest frequency (our reference point since
it has the greatest penetration depth) gives invariant re- f
suits in emissivity	 (E = .95	 always)	 The results in :.
Table Al show that the most sensitive frequencies are the
three lowest ones.	 However, the amplitude of the emissivity
variation is only in the order of	 0.04.	 (This detection
process would thus require an emissivity sensitivity in the
,
!f	 order of	 0.01	 at least.)
We now vary the moisture percent at the surface of the
soil. (hence simulating recent rain) . 	 The variations are
taken from
	
0%	 to	 20%
	
as in Tables B2 (a)	 and B2 (h) .	 This
t
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Frequencies
0.3 GHz	 1 GFiz	 2 GHz 4 GHz 10 GHz	 27.2 GHz	 31.4 GHz
(1) (2)	 (3) (4) t5)	 (6)	 (7)
E(n)	 with n	 1	 ...	 7 is the corresponding emissivity
Z T 0.•7 cm 1.5 cm 5.9 cm 11 cm
E (1) = 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.92
E (2)	 = 0.88 0.89 0.90 0.93
E(3)	 = 0188 0.91 0.93 0.94
E(4)	 = 0.91 0.91 0.94 0.94
E (5)	 W 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94
E(6)	 = 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94
E (7)	 = 0.94 0.94 0.94' 0.94
time the whole spectrum of emissivities is affected and
furthermore by the same amount 	 (AE = 0 .01) .
However, in one case (Table 2.) the geight is	 z 4
and the moisture variation is from	 0	 to	 20%	 and in the
other the height is	 z 3 < 2 4	 with a moisture variation from -
'l	 t. 0	 to	 10%.	 This shows better sensitivity at lower depth.
Finally, we vary the moisture percent at saturation.
(Actually in the model the saturation level is uniform
after a certain depth which we called	 zn	 	 1, 2, 3, 4.
It is at that depth• that we make the variations in moisture
percent.)
	 Varying the volume (what we called moisture) per-
cent at saturation reflects a variation in the specific
gravity of the sand that constitutes the soil. 	 We toolc a
saturation percent of 	 40%	 which corresponded to a specific
gravity of	 2.66
	
for the sand grain.	 For the purpose of
discussion we considered the case of a specific gravity of
4	 which corresponds to a saturation volume percent of 	 50%.
(however, as mentioned, the characteristic sand would be
considered extremely fine. 	 This may therefore alter the
F
shape of the moisture profile. 	 We are therefore considering
t	 .'j
4 a hypothetical situation.)	 The results are shown in Tables
3a and 3b.	 Changes are noticeable only in the case of the
two lower frequencies ,.
	
Lastly, we consider the case of si-
multaneousvariations .as in Tables 4a and 4b where we varied
in both cases all the parameters discussed so far. 	 The
variations in emissivity were still bound to 	 AE	 0.04	 for
fl
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E (6) = 0 .95 E(6) =-0.94
E(7) = 0.95 B(7) = 0.94
Table 2 (a)
Effect of surface moisture vari'atli ons on emissivity at
z	 cm.
t Moisture content 0%	 Moisture content 	 10%
3
E(1)	 = 0,90
•
E(l)	 = 0.89
j' 1
_. E (2)	 = 0.90 E (2)	 = 0.90
(r
. E (3)
	 — 0.94 E (3)	 -- 0.93
i^ a
E (4)
	
- 0.95 E (4)	 = 0.94
E (5)	 = 0 .95 E (5)	 = 0.94
E(6)	 = 0.95 E(6)	 = 0.94
r
B (7)
	
- 0 .95 E (7)	 - 0.94
Table 2 (b) .
' Effect of surface moisture variations on emissivity at
z-5.9 cm.
-
k
^.g
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fMoisture content 40% Moisture content
	 50%
E(l) = 0.93 E (1)	 = 0.92
B(2)	 = 0.94 E(2)	 = 0.94°
E(3)	 - 0.95 E(3)
	 -
 0.95 ^.
E(4)
	
- 0.95 E(4)
	 - 0.95
_	 1
' E(5)	 = 0.95 E(5)	 = 0.95
t
E (6)	 = 0-,95
•
E(6)
	 = 0.95
B(7)
	 = 0.95 E(7)
	
= 0 .35
y
j Table 3(a). °'?
I
Effect of bottom saturation level on emissivity at
z
	 cm.
k
;d
ie
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1
Moisture content 40% Moisture content
	 50%
f V
E(l) = 0 .90 R(l) =0.88
E(2)	 = 0.93 E(2)
	 = 0.93
E(3)	 = 0.94 EM =0.94 
E(4)
	 = 0.95 B(4)	 = 0.95
EM 0.95 B(5)	 = 0.95
E(6)
	
= 0.95 E (5)	 =
 0.95
E(7) . =
 0.95 ' E (7)	 w 0.95
Table 3(b). 
Effect of bottom saturation level, on emissivity at
a	 5.9 cm.
4
^` F
1
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z = 0.7 cm z w 11 cm
Surface moisture content	 10% Surface moisture content
	
Oa
o
Bottom saturation level	 40% Bottom saturation level
	
40%
E(l).= 0.88 E(1)	 = 0.93
E(2) W 0.88 E(2)
	 = 0.94
E(3) = 0.88 E(3)	 = 0.95
E(4) = 0.91 E(4)	 =
 0.95
D, (5) = 0 .93 E (5)	 = 0.95
E(6) = 0.94 E(6)	 = 0.95
E(7) = 0.94 EM = 0-.95
__ 1
,a
r
z = 1.5 cm = 5.9 cm
Surface moisture content
	
20% Surface moisture content	 0%
t•
Bottom saturation level	 40% Bottom saturation level.	 40%
E (1) = 0.88 E(l) = 0.90
, a
E. = 0.88 E(2)	 = 0.93
i
E(3) = 0.91 E(3)	 = 0.94
E(4) = 0.94 E(4)	 = 0.95
E(5) = 0.94 D(5)	 - 0.95
d
B(6) = 0.94 E(6)	 W 0.95
E(7) = 0.94 EM =0.95
Table 4 (b) .
Simultaneous variations ofparameters,
f
i
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1 most frequencies,
Three major features can be deduced from this analysis.
Pirst the probing depth of the detection process is limited
to no more than	 20 cm.	 Second"the emissivity variations y	 f'
are limited within a small range
	 AE	 0.04.	 Third the
1 emissivity is dependent on the surface moisture.
Possible Future investigation
If the latter varies with time (after rainfall, water
will filter through the soil gradually) then the emissivity
'
r^
will also be a function of time.	 However, the longer the
^ elapsed time between rainfall and the probing procedure the
less likely the moisture content (or distribution) will be
distinguishable.	 W. T. Lambe derived experimentally that a
the moisture profile (related to the capillary effect) would
vary in fact with a characteristic time
	
T	 where
A
T	 k dh t
n dG L'
where
	
k	 is the permeability,	 h	 is a head,	 n	 is the
! number of heads, 	 L	 is their average height, and	 t	 is
` time expressed in minutes.
It was found that for a characteristic value of 	 T
(for which the surface moisture content goes from saturationg
9
-
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to	 0%	 water) corresponded to an elapsed time	 t = 120 mn.
Also it was noted by T. Schmugge l171 that the total
moisture content within a particular surface layer does not
change readily.	 He states "Results indicate that, although
the surface layer changes rapidly (He means the distribution.),
the total moisture in the top
	
15 cm	 does not:
	
thus the
average soil' in the top • 15 cm
	
decreases from
	
20%	 at	 3
days to	 16%	 after
	
6	 days, whereas the surface layer top
half-centimeter has dried-from	 '20%	 to	 8.5% ".
We see that if we were interested in times in the order of 1''
2	 hours instead of 	 72	 hours then the decrease in the top {
15 cm	 would not be nearly as great as 	 20%.	 if, furthermore,
we used satellites with orbital periods of 	 2	 hours, then
we might investigate a moisture pulse propagation in sandlike
soils.
It would be reasonable as a first approximation to
assume a gaussian distribution of volume percent in the soil
as in Figure 12.
	
The purpose would then be to determine 	 vp
the moisture propagation velocity given	 T(t)	 as a functionB
of time.
	
The moisture profile would be of the form:
f — (X " v t) 
2	
` .S7 t
M (x, t)	 Mo e	 p	 e	 m
gf -
where	 Mo = magnitude-(maximum volume percent)
vp = propagation velocity
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Data from Nimbus 5
Having familiarized ourselves with the problem of
moisture sensing it seems that we have a better chance of
interpreting the available data related to the Sahel region
in Africa.	 Our task would be somewhat pretentious if we
.	 o were to consider the whole of the Sahel.
	 We have therefore
confined our study to 'the following geographical sites:
3
12 0W,	 4 0W,	 4 0E,	 12 0E,	 20 0E	 of longitude and	 17°N	 of
"
latitude.	 These sites have the interesting feature of being
^	 3
located at the center of the Sahel. belt,
^i
Data from Nimbus 5
.
The satellite used to record data was the'Nimbus 5
a
which was launched in late 1972.	 Its microwave sensors were
locked on the following resonant frequencies:
	
22 .2,	 31.4 ,
53.6,	 54.9
	 and	 58.8 GHz.	 We shall only be interested in
E
the two lower frequencies since they lie within-the water
a
vapor and liquid water emission band respectively. 	 The high-
[181er frequencies are much less sensitive-to them
	 (mainly
E
's used for probing the atmosphere)
,
The brightness temperature measurements were generally
taken within a time period of seven to eight days at intervals
k of twenty days. 	 This was motivated by the fact that the
r
E
flight pattern of the satellite had to overlap on five specific
-
k
t
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locations. It should be noted that all the measurements
were taken over a period of seven months (from December to
June) , some months have been omitted for lack of cataloged
data.	 Furthermore, the readings in Data Set 2 of location
(3) and (4) of the month of December bear the year 1973
instead of 1972.	 This is due to the launching time of the !kr'
satellite which created an offset in the space-time corres-
pondence for locations	 (3)	 and (4).	 Consequently, no 1972
data was given for them.	 To remedy this, readings were taken
. in December 1973.	 The locations (or sites) were chosen with
at eight longitudinal degree interval to best eliminate any
possible overlap of readings that could be caused by the
200 km x 200 km
	 resolution coverage of the satellite.
h
Ground Truth Data
I
However, to have a more complete status on . the region a
covered ground truth data is needed.
	 Table (l) displays such
6
information[14]The stations from which the readings were
s
taken are in accord with the locations of interest.
y latitude	 longitude
} Timbuctu	 16°N	 5 0E
3
j Bilma	 18°N	 130E
Faya-Largeau	 l8°,N	 190E
Nema	 16°N	 7 0W
C Atar	 18 0N 	13 0W
i.
h
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TABLE- (1^ }f
YEAR REGION JAN FEB MAR • APR MAY JUN JUDY AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
1968	 TIMBUCTU 295 298 301 304 307 306 304 301 304 304 30 1 296 ( Y.)
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 18 57 8o 35 2.5 0.0 0.0 (mm)
1968	 BIJ A . 290 293 294' 301 305 306 306 306 304 300 295. 290 (K)
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.5 12 5 2.5 0 .0 0 . 0 (rrw)
1972	 BIJ21A 300 303 308 311 •	 315 316 315 313 312 311 306 300 (K)
'. 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 1 1 3 10 5 2 0 .0 0.0 (mm)
X1972 FAYA-LARGRAU 298 303 307 312 314 315 314 313 312 310 306 301 (x)
1972	 IEt^A .303 306 310 313 315 3 1 5 311 308 310 312 309 304 (K)
0.0 0.0 1 3 10 30 63 111 55 15 0.0 0.0 {m,^)
1972	 ATAR 300 302 307 309 311 315 315 314 313 310 306 30 . 1 (x)
;x
1 1 0.0 0.0 1 8 077 35 .35 8 10 1 {gym)
LEGION JAN FEB i^'^AR APR I-MY JUN JULY AUG SEP OCT NOV MC
^zJ^tfiA 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1, ^i 1 1
E FAYA-LARGEAU 2 2- 2 2 2 1 2 '3 2 1 2 2
3 3 2 3. 4 3 4 5 4 3 3 3
ATAR 3 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 4• 4 4
f
- i
{ IFGREE OF CLOUDINESS
(1972)
A in	 oktas
N
i
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The temperatures in Table (1) are expressed in Kelvin degrees
since they will be used as ground surface temperatures. 	 The as-i ' A
sumption here is that the ground and the ambient air are in thermal
`	 E
it
equilibrium.	 The difference in the measurements at Bilma between
1968 and 1972 (temperature and rainfall) shows clearly the trend
towards a drought.	 We may specify that all measurements of tem-
per month.erature and rainfall are averages (unfortunately)P	 p
_	 i•
Cloudiness readings are in-oktas, where one okta correspond to a
4 degree of cloudiness where	 1/8th	 of the sky is covered by clouds
II (mostly cumulus) . 	 Also, it has been recorded that evaporation was pk
highest during the-pre-rainy season. 	 But the mean relative humi-
i
dity in July is approximately the same as that in December for the
latitude considered (the level of humidity is invariant over the
_ S
x
year) . i
As for the geological features of the Sahel, they are mostly
4
 
give ourselves a sort of typical profile of la--uniform.	 tqe -can '
I terite soils if we examine the region of Sefa, Senegal
3
Parent rock;	 Sandy--argillaceous sandstone
0	 12 cm:	 Carboniferous surface debris, slight cohesion, porous
i
12 - 28 cm:	 Sandy, medium cohesion, porous
28 - 55 cm;	 Hardened, sandy argillaceous, strong to medium cohesion,
..
I
porous
i 90 - 120 cm:	 Sandy-argillaceous, unhardened concretions
3
120 < cm:
	
Transition to argillaceous sandstone.
E
F'
^
I t	 ...
-   1 5 5
i
_	 i
IrA
Of course, this profile will be subject to variations
as we go from the Western-most part of the Sahel to the
A
Eastern-most part of it.	 However, generally we are likely
to find sandlike characteristic in the soils.
We have so far mentioned only the existence of a data
set 1.	 Actually there are.two data sets, I, and II.
	 This
is due to th& confusion (which may be unexcusable) that arose
when we tried to match our locations to the satellite's tra-
jectory.	 As a result, in the first retrieval of data, three
9.
of the five locations gave emissivities which went as low as
E	 0.51.	 This being more characteristic of water than dry
sand.	 The drought in the Sahel appeared for a while as a
figment of the imagination.	 Not very long after this, it
was found that the data collected refered to the following
points:	 7.3*W,	 0 1 ,	 7.3 1E,	 17.5'E	 of longitude and	 00
of -latitude.	 The three first points very reassuringly were
found to lie within the Gulf of Guinea. 	 A second data set
was therefore collected and while being more reliable, was
also more realistic if we look at the emissivity distribution
(Table 5).	 Comparing the Figures in Table 5 with an emis-
sivity of	 E I'v 0.51,	 we are then compelled to believe in the
seriousness of the drought in the Sahel region.
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Computed emissivity for data set 11 using T$ = E • Ts.
3.6c .(1)	 loc (2)	 loc (3)	 loc (4)	 loc (5)
December E = 0.96	 E = 0.93	 -
January	 E= 0 .9 3
	 --	 E= 0.94 	 E= 0 .92
February E = 0.93
	 E = 0 .91	 E = 0.95	 E = 0.97
April	 E = 0.94	 --	 -	 E = 0.95
June
	 -	 E = 0 .9 3.	 E = 0 .9 2	 --
i
i
Table 5.
iConclusion
The model through which we tried to relate brightness
temperature to moisture content is a N layer stratified
media with vertical variations in dielectric constant. Soil
mechanics considerations predict the type of moisture profile
which governs these variations. Results are obtained using
a computer program.
Even though we did not include in the model any horizon-
tal variations in the flow equations or temperature variations
and restricted observations to nadir, the parameters that were
incorporated in it seemed to be the most .important ones as to
the understanding of remote sensing of moisture in sandlike
soils. It would then appear that along with being limited to
a. probing depth of twenty centimeters, a limiting factor in
P	 remote sensing is the sensitivity of the radiometer. The
results show that unfortunately no appreciable moisture con-
tent can be determined (while land-sea boundaries have been
shown to be quite distinct). However, the mixture formulas
should be reviewed as well as the correlation between more
accurate ground truth data and brightness temperature before
any final conclusions can be drawn.
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Data Set 11.
The five locations considered are:
(l)	 (2)	 (3)	 (4)	 (5)
Latitude:	 17	 0.5	 17 ± 0.5	 17 1 0.5	 17 ± 0.5
	
17 ± 0.5
Longitude: 12 ± 2W	 4 f 2W	 4	 2E	 12 ± 2E	 20 ± 2E
Measurements were all taken between 10:00 am and 12:30 pm.
CHANNEL 1 and CHANNEL 2 correspond to 22.2 GHz and 31.4 GHz
respectively. Even though only months are listed, they were
w ^ h L ..l  .. v. 	 ^. 11.. ^ .. ...,..^ .^ ^ ^ .. ^ 7 ^ ^ L L ^ . ^ 	 . 	 T . 1 ^ 1"1 ^ L T Y	 YS _ ..._ _
^ iu'1•
Location (1)
CHANNEL (1) CHANNEL (2)
December 281 281
January 279 279
February 280 279
4
April 290 •290
June 295 295 `da
i
.T
k
^
Location (2)
} CHANNEL
	
(1) CHANNEL (2) 9
f
t
December 277 276
January - -
t
February 278 278
April - -
June 293 292
k
172
E
p_ ,^
i
l,d
j
Location	 (3)^
:'	 ( CHANNEL (1) CHANNEL, (2)
December
;•	 ,.	 January
t
277 278
-,	 February 281 281
April --
Junet 298 298
{
i
Location	 (4)
' CHANNEL (l) CIIANNEL	 (2)
j
December 280 280 ?
January 272 271
February 284 284
`	 April 2 66 2 86
June -- -
173
^^	 e
t
Location (5 )
CHANNEL -(1)
December
^ 	 January	 --
February
April	 285
Frequency
(GHz)
kw' kw"
0.3 77.5 1.2
1.0 76.5 7.5
2.0 75.5 8.7
4.0 75.0 25.0
10.0 46.0 36.2
22.2 29.8 33.8
31.4 21.0 30.0
• $JOE	 EoUCJ:R•
1	 REAL Z,!iS,CF,FI' (100) . Y (100) ,ZI,RF(7)
2	 REAL F(7),E1'l (7),FHEQ(l-
3	 COMPLEX ZJ, U, KS (7) , Kit (7) , RTEM (7)
4 COMPr 3K	 K(100) , ^X (100) , R (100) , S (99) , Q (1 C,0) , CON (100) , CSQR1',
1 CEXP,CDx1JG
	
is
5	 rOFKA', (2F4.1,3X,2F5.3,3X,F4.1,I2) 	 r
READ(5,5) (K14(JI),KS(JI),FREQ (3I),F(JI),JI=1,7)
DO 111 0I=1,7
HS=0.84
CF.=0.26
Z=0.07
N=10
Z J= (0. 0 1 1,C)	 1'"
ZI=1.0
S (1 )=Z+CF
N11 =N-1
DO 50
	
n=2•, N 11
S (11 ) = S (1- 1) +Z
50	 CONTINUE	 -
tl= (KW (,TI) +F (J l )) / (KS (JI) +F (JI) ]
Y (1]=((HS/S(1)) ;1T2/2)A;(-1)
FF (1) = ((1-2XP (Y (1) }) -]. 19) =10.56
N11=N-1	 !^!
DO	 55	 !'iL=?, N11	 !z.
Y (M L) 
_ ( (iS /S (ML)	 2/2)	 1)	 l::
FF (ML) _ ( (1--w,X P (Y ( ►IL))) -0. 19) *0. 56
55 CONTINUE
Do 300 3=2, N
J^,=J-1
(J) _ ( ( KS ( JI) ^ U) + (FF (N-•JN) (KW (JI) - (KS (JI) *, U))) ] / (U+FF (N-314)
1 (1 "U))
300 CON TIN U
K (1) = 0. 23 9*-- REQ (JS)
PO 777 1I1=2, N	 n
K (IL) = 0. 209'1 F 111?Q(JI) *CSQRT (Q (IL) }	 i..777 CONTINUE	 )
R (1)-Y(1)-K(2)'
R(1}=R(1)/(t',(1) +K (2))	 tEX (1} _ (G. tl , 0. 0)	 i
DO 525 I=2,L
R (I)=K (I) -K (I+1)
R (I) =,? (I) /(K (1) +K (I + 1))	 !l.
EX (Y) =2.1 ,"Ii (T) * (S ( T^.) -S (T-1) )
525 C Ot3'TI91U S
0021 (L) = {O,0,0.0)
IF	 (AI;'.AC (EX (L) } .GT. 30. 0)	 G O TO 89
CON (L) = --SXP ( (0. 0, 1. 0) !S F:X (L)) *H (L)'
89 CONT-ArNUE
L L= L-1
IF	 (LL. Q.1)	 GO TO 378	 iQ
J KL=LL- 1
DO 52G JK=I,JKL
I L-JKJ.
5 3 •
	CON  (I) = (3-0,0. 0)  	 '©^UCIBILIfiY 0!! THEOM07INAL PAGE IS POOR	
i
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
`18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
i	 • 34
35
36
j	 37
38
39
.4041
42
43
44
45
46
47
3	 48
3	 49
50 .
51
52
54 IR	 (A]
55 CON (I) _
56 88
CONTI14L
57 526 CIONNTIN
59 378 CON (1) =
59 RTEM (J]
60 RF (JI) _
61 Em (a I)
62 111 CONTIN(.
63 10 FOR MAT,
64 0 RITE (F
65 STo P
66 END
G (vx (T)) .GT. 30.0)	 ro TO 88	 k+: p•
:XP (ZJ *Bx (I) } (:t (I) }C0jj (Iz- 1 )) / (ZI+R (I) *CON (1+1) }
2 (1) I CON (2) ) /(-yI+R (1) *CON (2) }	 ^
z Cov(1)	 :.a
'hBS (RTEll (JI})) *-*2
-RF (J I)
7F6. 2)
10) (EM (JJ) , JJ=1 r 7) 	 —° i
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The Brightness Temperature of a Half-Space Random
Medium with Nonuniform Temperature Profile*
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Abstract	
a
The problem of microwave thermal emission from a half-space
random medium with a nonuniform temperature distribution is solved
with the radiative transfer approach. For constant absorption
r and scattering coefficients, the brightness temperature is deter-
mined by a simple close form formula. Physical. interpretations
3
and numerical results are illustrated and discussed for the various
cases,
'r
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N1, Introduction
I S.	 L
In passive remote sensing of the earth with microwaves,	 a
the brightness temperature reading of a radiometer depends on
its angle of observation and on the microwave emissive properties
of the observed area. Using the model of a half-space dielectric
medium, various theories have been developed for interpretation
of data collected from satellite and spacecraft. It is well
appreciated that in snow, ice, or desert areas the subsurface
temperature profile, absorption, and scattering are dominant fac-
tors in the surface brightness temperature [Kunzi et al 19751 .
Assuming uniform temperature distribution, Gurvich et al [1973]
derived expressions for the brightness temperatures of a half-
.	 -	 ^
"a
space random medium with a laminar structure. Using a radiative
transfer approach, England [1974] considered nonuniform tempera-
ture profile and assumed isotropic scattering phase function.
5togryn examined the brightness temperature of a vertically
structured medium with no scattering 11970]. He also studied
scattering by random dielectric constant fluctuations in the low
I	 '
frequency limit using a perturbational approach [1974]. In this
I	 -
paper we propose to solve the problem of microwave thermal emis-
sion from a half-space medium with a laminar st:=cture and non-
uniform temperature profile.
ii
'hOD .IG ? I,IT-Y OF TIP
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11. Formulation
Consider a half-space random medium characterized by a random
permittivity
e  = C  + e f(z)
	
(1)
em = c.m ' + i em Ir (z)	 (2)
where Em is a constant and of and em" are functions of z
only. Assume that em " << em ' and that e f (z) denotes the randomly
fluctuating part whose ensemble average is zero. The medium also
possesses a nonuniform temperature distribution T(z). A radiometer
is sensing at an angle 6 0 from nadir. The result of the brightness
temperature is dependent on the polarization and the observation
angle 80 . Let I  and 1d denote intensities for the upward and
downward radiation inside the medium which make angle 6 with the
nadir (Figure 1) . The angles 0 and 00 are related by Snell's
Ju --p^ PaIu +	 Id2 •	 2
Jd = pf	
P ^
Id + 
	
Iu2	 2
subject to the boundary condition
1 .	 1d I	 = got Iu
z^- 0	 x=0
where rot is the rresnel reflectivity at the boundary which depends
on 6 1 eo r polarization, and the properties of the medium. In (3)
and (4)
s 'BT 2^c m T (z)
	
(6)
r	
AZ 
eo
y
where T ( z) is the temperature distribution, K is the Boltzmann
constant, and a is the free space wavelength. Equation (3) de-
scribes the change in radiation intensity I u as it propagates for
{	 a distance of dz. It decays by K e Iu dz and is reinforced by
the thermal source Ka BT dz and the scattering source K S Ju dz.
A similar interpretation applies to (4) . In (3) and (4) , K	 is
{ the loss per unit length of intensity due to absorption
(5)
•i	 f 	 Sf' ^ ^: WI
where	 km" = zm (km) = rm	 w z u sm ,	 and	 Ke	is the total extinction
per unit length caused by absorption and scattering.
1
e 
W :a + KS	 E8)
The scattering loss per unit length	 K S	 and the scattering phase
^. functions	 Pf	 and	 Pb	 are derived in Appendix A for the	 TE	 ands
TM	 waves;	 TE	 waves are polarized with electric field vector
perpendicular to the plane of incidence and 	 TM	 waves have polariza-
tion parallel to the plane of incidence. 	 The results are y
(1) •	 For	 TE	 Waves r
k 2 1lA.	 1 + 2k 20cos26
Ks =	
m	 m	 (9)
cos O,	 l + 4km2Q2cos2e
l	 •
1+ 4k 2 k 2 cos 2 e
P f =	 mz	 -	 (la)z	 zf	 1 + 2km
 Q, cos 6
1
A
Pb =	 1	 r	 E 11 }
t
1 + 2km20cos2e
4	 r.
.	
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR(2)	 For	 TM	 Waves
km2 Ak	 1 + 4kmz Zz cos 2 e + cos 2 2 e
K	 = ---- 	 (12) 
s	
,2cos 6
	
1 + 4km7k2cos26
186
IIt
N
r y^^.
(13)
2 (1 + 4km2
 £ 2 cos t 6 )
Pf - 1 + 4km2 R 2 cos 2 6 + cos22e
Y
P	 2cosx26	 (14) db	 1 + % 2 Q 2 cos 2 e ^- cos 2 2B	 ia.:
•	 Y
In (9) - (14), 1 denotes the correlation length of an exponential
-	 correl,, __ion function and A the variance of the flucuation in
dielectric constant.
y The task now is to solve Equations (3) - (5) for given medium
properties. Once the upward intensity is obtained, the brightness
temperature TB as measured by a radiometer is given by
I
X2e
TB --	 ° {1 -
 rot) ^u	 •..	 {15)2K Em	 z = 0
9
p
For the general case when K and K are functions of spacea	 s
coordinates, Equations (3) - (5) car. be cast in the form of inte-
gral equations and solved by an iterative aAproach. The formulation
is presented in Appendix B where a solution to first order in Ks
is obtained to check with that derived from exact solutions as pre-
_
sented in the following section.
•	
5
j	 7
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111.	 Half-Space Medium with Constant Absorption and
-.- Scattering Coefficients
When	 Ka	and	 K5	 of the half-space medium are constants
independent of space coordinates, 	 (3) and (4) become two first
order differential equations with constant coefficients.
	
We as-
I^ sure a nonuniform temperature profile of the type
T(z) =T+Th eyz o 0. so
It
The solution is found to be 'e
y
Id = P eaz/cas 8 ¢ Ha + a
	
+ Ka	 cos	
B	 ^yzh (l7)
s
3-
a 2	 -- y2cos28
F,
a	 Ka	 a	 Kay cos 8/cos 8Z	 =	 P eaz+ S	 +	 B	 eYzh (18)u	
a + K a	 °	 a 2 - yxcos28 9
where
r
-
a = re 	 (1 -) L l
r
r	 ti	 ti
--	
mpf^ +^Pb i^
^2
(19)
//1	 12	 1
4
{a + Ka)
P = - (l	 -- rot )	 Bo
(a + Ka.)	
- 
of (a	 Ka)
is
( a2 + K y cos 8}	 -
rot
	
- K y cos 9)a	 a-ot+	 Bh (20)a2
	- yzcos28
E
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6
1
(21)B  = 2K sm ' Th/EoXIF
Bo	 2K Em ' To/EO X 2
 r (22)
and the scattering albedo
a PUKS1Ke (23)
•^^ The first terms in (17)	 - (18) are the homogeneous solution to the 11
differential equations and the second and third terms are the parti-
cular solutions.
The brightness temperature is determined from (15)!
}
{	 ^•	 )2Ka 1
	 rot ;
T	
r
B T+	
a	 Th {2^){a + K a )
	
--(a(a - K a) °	 a + ycos 8
ti
3
Physical interpretations of this simple result are explored in the
r
next section.
l a
f
i
1 •	 1 ^
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TV. Numerical Results and Discussions
We now examine several special cases. (a) For medium with
uniform temperature distribution and no scattering, Th = 0,
Ks =O, and a = Ka . Thus
TB = (1 - rot) To .	 (25)
The emissivity is seen to be given by 1 - r oi . This result also
agrees with that obtained by reciprocity arguments.
(b) For medium with no scattering, Ks = w = 0, the result
is
TB = (1 - rot)o +
	
	
Ka Th	
(26)
K a + ycos 6
As a numerical example, we consider the subsurface temperature
i
4
o.
(27)
i
1
1
,
t	 '^
and for April Utr
T (z) = 222 + 81 e 0 ' '1z - 88 e0 •66z	
.
3
3
The unit for temperature is in degree Kelvin. The temperature pro-
files are shown in Figure 2. The brightness temperatures as a
	 t!`:^
function of frequency at nadir are shown in Figure 3 for
CM = 1.8(l + i 0.003)e 0  . It is seen that at very low frequencies
TB
 is determined by the temperature at greater depth which is
essentially a constant o = 222 0K with emissivity of ice surface
approximately equal to e = 0.978. As frequency increases, the
subsurface temperature becomes more important. At very high fre-
quencies the bright-mess temperature approaches the value a (To + Th)
as seen from ,'26).
Tt is interesting to note that (24; also reduces to (26) when
Pb = 0 which corresponds to very high frequency. For when P f = 2,
CC = K a.
(c) For medium with scattering and uniform temperature dis-
tribution, Th ^ 0, and we find
2K  C, - rot)
(a + Ica) -- rot (a- Ica)
TB
.14 t>^ I
7
glacier [Figure 41 , higher brightness temperatures are predicted
with our model. This is because their results are applicable to
k
low scattering cases while the scattering albedo for the Shelf
galcier is rather high. In the case of continental glacier [Figure 	 j
51 where the scattering albedo is quite small, both models agree x 3
quite well except at resonance where the scattering is largest
I
(d)	 In the case of uniform temperature distribution and small n
scattering albedo, we expand (27) to first order in	 w	 by noting
that
a ti K
e (l - W P f/2)
I
( 2 8)
i
and
The result is tasted in a form to compare with that obtained by
Gurvich et al [19731.
r
i
a
(1 -- rot)km2^^+TB = (1 -rot)	 1 -- T
	
(30)
8k	 cos 6 (1 + 4k	 0ccos y
 8)	 °
• j
This expression differed from their result in which there is a
yiI
cos 60	 in the numerator instead of a	 cos 6	 in the denominator
as shown in (30) . 	 An alternative derivation by using the wave r
approach is given in Appendix C which confirms (30).
r.
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Numerical results are given in Figure 6 to compare
	 TE	 and
T I `TM	 waves as a function of radiometer viewing angle
	 6	 Clearly,,o
scattering lowers the brightness temperature at all viewing angles.
For nonuniform temperature distribution, expanding (24) to
first order in	 w	 yields•
w Pb ThTB - (1 - rot}
	
To 1 -	 (1 - rot ) +
} {{
4	 1	 Ycos B /Ke
_
r	 ,.	 ti	 ti ^	 ncc►s 8/..e	w	 f	 w_ b
1 -	 -----
	 (^	 -- rat) (31)
1	 Ycos GIK	 2	 4
. i This result is checked with the iteration approach as presented in
Appendix B.
(e)	 Finally, we plot	 TB	 for the temperature profile for
! the' Amundsen-Scott Station by using the exact formula in (24) .
	 The
I results are shown in Figure 7.
	 The radiometer is viewing from nadir.
r.
k
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Conclusions
a
t	 The problem of a half--space random medium with nonuniform
temperature distribution has been solved with the radiative trans-
fer approach. For constant absorption and scattering coefficients,
the result in (24) is very simple and admit direct physical inter-
pretation, it is interesting to note by comparing (24) and (26)
that a corresponds to an effective absorption coefficient in the
presence of scattering. Various special cases are discussed. For
'	 medium with inhomogeneous absorption and scattering coefficients,
an iterative approach can be used. In Appendix B, such an approach
°• is illustrated and shown to give identical results in the limit of 3
T constant	 K	 and	 K	 The then	 and results are compared withp
-. a	 s
previous approaches.
	 To check the results that we obtained, the	 -
' wave approach is used (Appendix C). 	 It is a straightforward matter
to extend the radiative transfer approach to multi-layer models.
IJ
3
1 i	 ,
i i
'
•^i
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Appendix A
f	 ^1
In this appendix, we derive the scattering loss per unit
length Ks
 and the forward and backward scattering phase functions
Pf and Pb as given in (9)	 (14) . The scattered electric field
ES of an incident field Ei can-be expressed in terms of total
field E by the wave equation
_	 Q X p X	 kma Es (r)	 W2u o f (r} E {^ , .	 ( A-1) i
In terms of the dyadic Green's function we have
s --iwd 3 r' G{r, r'} • E f (r') E (r'} .
	 (A--2)	 _
Y
i
Inside the integrand in (A-2) we write
E ( , }	 E. (I- = D Eo eik r'	 (A_3)
where k is the incident wave vector, and lAo is a unit vector
demoting the polarization of the incident wave. Using far-field
approximation, we obtain
•• ••	 n	 2 ikr	 _	 i (k _ k }	 r'
Es (r) _ (!-ks ks }	 Ao ^^1e	 d3r'sf(r') e	 s
4zrr
r
(A-4)
and
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Pr
'he first term is from forward scattering and the second term from
Backward scattering. Equation (1) follows from (A-14) . Equations
10) - (11) are obtained from (A-14) by noting that P  + P b = 2
,nd P f/Pb = 1+ 4 km2 £? cos 2 8.
2_) For TM waves, we have for forward scattering, X = n/2 and
'or backward scattering sin 2 x = cos 228. The scattering loss per
nit length is calculated to be
k 2 A£	 Cos 220in
s ^. 2 cos 8
	1+ 4km2 Z 2 cos 2 8
,gain the first term, is from forward scattering and the second tern
xom backward scattering. Equations ( 12) - (14) are direct con-
equences of (A-15) .
i
1-
jai
4.
^Rpendix B
In general, Equations (3) to (5) can be solved by an iteration
approach. First we cast the Equations into integral • form
Z
-	 dz Ke (z')	 z
xu(z) = Bo e	 +	 dz' (Ka'(z')BT(z') + Ks' (z') Ju (z'} }
I I	 z dz" K'e (z
Z I	 (B-1)
z'
fl	 -	 dz« 
K , (z^)
Id (z)	 dz' (Ka(z')BT(z') + KS(z')Jd(z
z	
') e ^z	 e j
^- rot	 dz'(Ka(Z')BT(z') ^- KIs(Z') Ju (z')
t	 f-CO
0	 0
j;	 dz" K^ (z")	 dz" Ke (Z")
Z	 z'e	 (B-z)
where Ks ' = KS/cos $, K a ' = Ka/cos 8, Ke ' = Ke/cos 8. For
iteration we assume K S ' is small and write ti
Z {Z) _	 (0) (z) + z (1) (z) +	 (z) (z} ^• ...
	 (B-3)u	 u	 u	 u
i
a 
ld(z) _ ^a0) (Z) + za1}
 (z) ^- ^a2} (z) + ...	 (B-4)	 s
r:
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Substituting in (B-1.) to (B-2) and equating the appropriate orders,
ove obtain, for m = 0, I t 2,
z
z^'	 dz1f Ke (z")	
t,
Ium ¢ ^)
	 dz' KS (z'} Ju (m) (z') a	 z ^	 (B--5)
z 4
{? dz" Ke (z"}
Ta +1) yf dz, K  (z 	 (z 1) e-f z f .^
0	 0	 _	 J
J	 i
+ rot	 dz' KS (z') Ju(m) (z `} e
	
z	 z	 3
Yz
dz' Ke' (z')
T (0) = B eU	 o
z
z dz " K^(z
+^ dz' Ka(z')BT^z') e z'
Id.=f f
z'
dZ" ICe (Zu}
0dz' Ka (z') BT (z') e 	 z
z
0	 0
+ rot	 dz' Ka(z')BT(z') e	 z	
e	 z'	 e
Consider the special case when K' and Ka are independent


1_	 Appendix C
For uniform temperature distribution with constant T o , the
brightness temperature is given by
Tb - o (l -rot s)	 (C-1)
where s denotes contributions.from scattering. Consider a
plane TE wave inciAent upon the half-space: medium at the in-
cident angle 6.
	
b ;
i(kx -k z)
Eya = Eo e x	 (C-z)
The equations that govern the electric fields in the upper and
lower regions are
d2 + k
	 E = 0	 (C-3)
dz2	 z	 y
sd2 + kmx z E t = -w2 s f (z) Eyt 	 (C-4)dz	 Y
where k 
x 
2 + kz2 = k2 k 
x 
2 + kmz 2 - km2 , and Eyt is the electric
field in the half-space medium.
'tae first solve the Green's function for (C-3) and (C--4) and
then use Barn approximation .to calculate the scattered fields.
203
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The Green's functions in the two regions are governed by
I
2
+ kz2
	
G (z, z') = 0
d42 	 ot
(G--5)
d2	
2+ kmz	 Gtt(z, z')	 _ $ (z -- z') . (C-6)dz
Imposing the following boundary conditions at
	
z = 0: 
Got	
tt
?	 ..
d of	 d Gtt gin:
I'
}` and the radiation condition at
	
z	 we find
I	 Rik z '- ik	 z'mzG	 (z^ z T) =	 of e	 z
of (C-9)2i kmz
where
	 is the Fresnzl TE reflection coe ifficient between two mediaof
F, with permittivities
	 a	 and	 Em .	 The Green's function in region	 t
Gtt (z, z')	 is given by a more complicated expression.
The Born approximation to the scattered field in region 0	 is
0
VEY(z)
	 = -	 dz'
	 ot (z, z I)	 ^ '^ o f (zI)	 E ty (z ^ } ' (C-10)
jjr
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ti
The zeroth order field amplitude in region t is given by
	 i
-ik Z'
E ty ° (z' 	 + Rot) E  a mz
Using the correlation function in • (A-g) , we obtain
S
{E52 > T E	 ...--	 °t m	 dz dz20 1
41kmz2^
_W _0,
i2kmz z l + i2kmz z2 	-1 zl - z21/9' L^e- a
= E 2	 (l -- o t) 2 Q km§
o
81k 
	 2 f kmz  1
	 4kmz 20
mz i
5
(1 - rot) 2 b km2
ti E 2 (C42)►, 08k	 B (1
i
i
2t2)
+ 4kmz2t2)
in view of the fact that	 k	 '
mz
I;
k	 = k ' k
mz	 m
=„,	 k	 ` ti k	 and
m+	 zr	 ti	 m
kmz	 ti kmz ti km cos 0.	 Equation (C-12) gives the second term in
E
i	 (30) .
e
1
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Figure 1. Geometry of the problem.
Figure 2. Subsurface temperature distributions at the Amundsen
Scott Station in Antarctic.
Figure 3. Brightness temperature - (without - scattering) as a function is
of frequency for the three temperature distributions
shown in Figure 2.
Figure 4. Brightness temperature for shelf glacier and compared
with that obtained by Gurvich et al and depicted in
ills
broken lines.
Figure 5. Brightness temperature for Continental Glacier and
compared with that obtained by Gurvich et al and de-
picted in broken lines.
Figure 6. Brightness temperature as a function of viewing angle
I I
	 i
for TE and TM' waves.
Figure 7. Brightness temperature as a fuiiction of frequency for
different scattering media for the three different
temperature distributions in Figure 2.
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APPENDIX V
Microwave Remote Sensing of a Two-Layer. Random Medium*
by
L. Tsang and J. A. Kong
Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science and Research Laboratory
of Electron i cs
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge', Massachusetts 02139
Abs tract
-	 {	 1
^I Modified radiative transfer (MRT) equations are derived
'	 for a two-layer random medium from the Dyson equation by using
the nonlinear approximation and from the Bethe-Salpeter equation
by using the ladder approximation. The MRT equations yield
Y.
r	 simple and useful solutions which are applicable to both active
k	 !
and passive microwave remote sensing.
	 -_
r
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I . Introduction
In microwave remote sensing of the earth or other planets,
theoretical models are essential to the interpretation of the col-
lected data. The effects of absorption and scattering have long
been recognized as dominant factors in both active . and passive
sensing. using the model of a half-space random medium with laminar
structure, Gurvich, Kalinin and Matveyev Ell investigated thermal
radio emission in Antarctic areas. The problem of scattering by a
medium with a small random fluctuating part in permittivity was
studied by Stogryn [2] . Assuming a half-space containing random
distributed scatterers embedded in a low loss dielectric, England [31
examined emission darkening caused by scatterers with a radiative
transfer approach.
The problem of random media can be treated with the radiative
transfer method which deals with energy fluxes and with the re-
normalization method which deals directly with field qu,-mtities .
The renormalization method gives rise to the Dyson equation for the
mean field and the Bethe-5alpeter equation for the covariance of
p(
	 - F
`3F 4,	
9
the field.	 In solving the equations, the bilocal approximation
is usually applied to the Dyson equation which is then solved by
mathematical techniques such as the Fourier transform method. A
ladder approximation is made on the Bethe-Salpeter equation which
is then solved by the method of iteration. [4'5	 In the case of
3
multiple wave scattering, the method of iteration involves solving
many integrals and leads to complicated results after one of two
i
219
:o a
iterations. under the assumption of far field interaction and
incoherence among waves in different directions, radiative trans-
fer equations have been derived from Bethe-Salpeter equations to
study multiple scattering.
in this paper we investigate the problem of scattering andP p	 	 P	 g
n ^
emission of microwaves by a slab random medium with a laminar
structure and bounded by different dielectric on each side. We
employ the nonlinear approximation [1 3-1 `^ 1 rather than the more
popular bil.ocal approximation to the Dyson equation. A two vari-
able expansion technique [15 is applied to obtain the mean Green's 	 3
{ function, which is then used to derive a set of modified radiative
transfer (MRT) equations. They are modified because in our deriva-
tion we include coherent effects which are important in the case
Gi	 of bounded medium. The MRT equations are then solved and illustrated. 	 a
I'
is	 ts
E^
rt	 ^
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Consider a two-layer medium with boundaries at
	 z - 0 and
z = -d	 (Figure 1).	 The slab between the two boundaries is a random i
medium with a permittivity
F
sl = Elm + C if (z) (1)
.( z )>	 =	 0.if
(2)
' ) The mean permittivity
	 E lm	 is independent of depth.
	
The random part
of the permittivity
	
ei
 f (z)	 is real and has a zero ensemble average
as indicated by (2) .	 The variance of the fluctuating part of the 
permittivity is also assumed to be small.
f
lAmonochromatic plane wave is normally incident upon the two
layer medium
^i
Ei = exp ( -i koz) . t 3).
The time dependent factor
	 exp (-iwt)
	 has been suppressed. The
is
governing equations are ' the one-dimensional wave equations in each
region.
i
r + ko Eo = 0
(dZ 2
(g) 'f
in region 0,
	 .
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•
AT	
J
d2	 k2	 El	 f (z) E1(
1 fJ
(0) ,
dz
in region 1, and
dz
't	
k2z	 E 2 = 0'(dZ2
.
.4•°'
c
in region 2 , whe re
I k2	 Elm k 2 (7)
im	 oe 0
• a
.:I e ^f t z )_	 2f(z)	 k (g)F °
i
w
^ z = s2	 z
k2	 k°
`gs 0
f
We separate the fields in each region into two parts; one part is
i'
the mean field, the other accounts for fluctuation.
it
`F
.-
E _ E
mf
r
with	 <E> = Em	 and	 <E> = 0.	 The field intensity is q
r i-
<EE*>	 J E 2 + <	 *> .m1
jL.
Y'
P _
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The Dyson equation can be obtained for the mean field in region
1 [4-' ] .
d	 (0
z + klm E lm (z)	 J	 dz l Q (z, z l) E 1m (z^}	 (10)dz	 -d
9
7
where Q(z, zl ) is the mass operator which is an infinite series
of the unperturbed Green's functions G° (z, z ) and the correla-ll	 1	 -
tion functions B f (z, z l ) = <f (z) f (z 1 )	 Writing in terms of the
mean Green's function G llm (z, zl ), the Dyson equation becomes
'E Y-
d2 0
dz2 + k2m)Gllm(z, z') = 	 d dz
l
 Q(z, z l) Gllm (zl' zr)
In writing the Green's function, we use the first subscript to de-
note the region in which the observation point is located and the
second subscript to denote the region in which the source is Located.
For the covariance, the Bethe-Salpeter equations takes the form
	
00	 0	 0
< l (z} ^`i (z' } ^
	
dzL I dz2 f dxl ' f	 dz2 r Gl lm { z, zL )
^d	 --d
	 -d	 -d
Gl lift (ZIr Zl r) I(Zl r z2r z1 ', z2 1 ) [E	 z2 Elm( Za )
i
+ < L ( z2 ) * (z2 ^)>]	 (12)	 .
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where I(zl , z2 , zl ', z2 ') is the intensity operator [4-51 . Thus
we see that the Dyson equation must be solved before one can solve ^J
the Bethe-Salpe ter equation.
Both the Dyson equation and the Bethe-Salpeter equation are
	 i
exact equations. However, the mass operator and the intensity
	 8j
operator are in the form of infinite series. Two types of approxi-
14--51mations, the bilocal approximation
	 and the nonlinear approxiw
	 f(13-141
mation	 are used in solving these equations. In the following
sections, we apply the nonlinear approximation. As we shall see,
this approximation preserves the principle of conservation of energy
and enables us to derive the modified radiative transfer equations
for bounded medium.
^s
!i
3
1
i
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III. Mean Green's function
In order to solve for the mean Green's function, we impose
the nonlinear approximation on the mass operator in (11)
Q(zt z1) ti Qn(z, xl)	 Gllz:t(z, zl) B.2 (Z" zl ) 	 ( 13)
The correlation function B f (z, z j) is assumed to take the form
B (z, z }. _ <f(z) f(z }> = S k 4 a 	 (14)f	 1	 1	 tin
where S is the variance and I is the correlation length of the
fluctuating part of the permittivity.
	 -
Before proceeding to the solutions, we define some parameters
and specify their ranges of interest to us. Let k	 kim + i klm
with kim and k" both real. (we use prime and double prime to
denote the real and imaginary parts of a quantity respectively) , we
require M << k
im
. The absorption wave number Ka and the absorp-
tion length a are defined to be
K a = 2k 11	 (15a)
£ a = 2n/K a .	 (15b)
The scattering wave nuriber Ks and the scattering Length Z 	 are
defined to be
Ks - at k 1 (16a)
is 	 2-ff IK ss
The wavelength inside medium 	 l	 is taken to bea im = 2-a/kinl.
The range
	
of interest to us is for	 Z a' is « Xlm' Q •
The Dyson equation under the nonlinear approximation becomes
d 2 0
+ k 2(dz2	 lm G	 (z,llm z')	 =	 6	 k''im J dz	 G	 (z	 zl	 11M	 ' 1_ d '..
— 1Z	 Z11/k
um 1
EE
1
I' This equation can be solved by using the two variable expansion 
rt
procedures.	 LS]	 "We define Long distance scales	 dz,	 6z',
} and l = 6z .	 From	 = 6z	 it folloaas that y
C1
2 2
a z	 a2 a2
Ot
11
dz+ 2
	az 2 	 a z a a 2
j{
i{
x
The mean Green 's function is expanded in perturbation series
.,
is
F
?
!F
Gll
	
( z r	 ;	 z  Gl lmo ( zr 	 i	 z 'r '}
k'
+ 6 Gl1ml (z r z"	 +	 ... {l^?
- t I
33
ii i 226,
3	 :_	 -
Substituting (18) and (19) in (17), we find that on balancing
te rms to zeroth order in	 S,
a^ }
(2z
k lr€t GZ1mo(z,	 ; z',	 ') = •a(z -	 z') (20)
and to first order in	 S
82
k im G1:Lml {x, z',	 `} = -2 a2	 G11mo(z' z', '}
az aza^
t_
0f — 'z - zl1 /Q
klm J d dzZ GZZmo z(z,	 }Z e G11mo {z ^'	 z
- (21)
The solution to (20) is written as
A
f^ ikZmz -iklmz
GlImo ( z , z
e
,
sE)=	 [A(C)	 a BM e
E
ik	 z'Zm -ik	 z'lmEU(E , ) e + W( ^_ } a (22a) ti	 ,
a
{ for	 z > z' and
3
Gllmo(z,	 CF z', t')	 {A{E'}
seikZmz
+ B(^
_)-ikmz '
its
t.4
iklmz -iklmz
(U{}	 e + W{) e	 ) (22b)
1.
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for
	
z <	 z' . In (22) , note the symmetry property of the Green's
F_.
	
f un ction .
Following the two variable expansion procedure, we substitute
(22)	 in (21)	 and eliminate secular terms.	 We observe that	 A(El)
B { 1 ) , U (^ 1 ) and
	
W (C1 )	 as variables in the integrand are varying
on the k a 	and A, S 	scale.	 They vary much more slowly than
exp (-1 z - zi I A)	 which is	 1	 at	 z = zl 	and decays on the	 Z
scale. These terms can be taken out of the integral sign and sub-
stituted with their values at	 C1	 We find that in order to
eliminate the secular terms, the following equations must be satis-
fied:
lm lm+ g A() B(T)U()	 +	 A(3^{)
- 0d 1 + i2k lml,	 1 - i2klmt
(23)
dB (	 } 2 - i 3k lmZ	 1 + I.kl mQ
- g B(	 ) [A(VWM	 + B(T)U( } = 0
a l - i2k lm^,. + i2klmQ
(24)
dU(E) 1 + ik lmt 3klmt+ g U(	 } BMUM-	 + A(E)I V
(2
= 0
d Z + i2k1m91	 l - 3-2klm'
(25)
1 - iklmQ,	 2 + i3k1mz !	 ^,
d l - i2k1M
 . + i2k1M
228 (26)
where
g	 ikimQ . . (2 7)
Combining (23) with	 (26), and (24)	 with	 (25) , we obtain
W	 dA(}(^) + A {) dW{)	 = 0 2$( 8)
and
BCC)	 dU() + u 0. (29) ^.
dC de.
Thus
A (^) W (E) .= Lx (30)
BCC}U(C)	 W L2 ( 31) (;
where	 L1	 and L2	 are constants independent of	 Substituting
(30) - (3i)	 in	 (23)	 and (24) ,	 we can solve for A(E) ,	 B(^) ,	 U(C) ,
and W O
-
-g ( M2 + MZ ) ^
A( )
	
= C
1
e
(32) 1.
i l +e g(i N2)
B()	 C2 (33).
229 _-
+	
U'2 ewg (N^. + N2 )
--
C2
W (}
e	 + Mi)L1	 g(M2 (35)
ci
where
zk1mM	 W Ll (36 )
I
1 -- i2klml^
L2
2 +i3k	 Qim (37)
i + i2kimp-
Ni Li
2 -i3k MI,
(3S)
1 -- i2kimQ
#I
t
N2 = L2 
(1 1 rn (39)	
a1 + i2kimQ
Substituting in (22) yields
—g( M2 + bil )dz	 ikimz	 g(Ni + N2 )6z ^-ikimz
ti
G11ma(z, z') {C e	 e	 + e e	 }
^i
-g (N1 + 
N2 )dz'	 Li	 +eik1mz' +	 eg(M2 M,)Sz'	 ikZmx'}
e-{L	 e2
is
(40)
{f
Ei
t-
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for z > z ` and
-g(M2 + M1 )SzI iklmz`	 g(N1 + N 2 )Sz 	 -iklmz`
G	 (z, z9 _ {C e	 e	 + e	 e	 }11mo
I
-g(Nl + N 2 )Sz ik lmz	 L1 g(M2 + Ml)Sz -iklmz 	 Jy{ L2 e	 e	 + - e	 e	 };C
(41)
for z < z' , where C = C 1/C2 in (40) and (41) is a constant to
be determined together with L l and L2 by the boundary conditions.
j
	
	 The Green's functions in (40) and (41) are continuous at z = z' .
By (20) we must also have [dG11mo/dzl z = z - [dG llmo/dz) z W Z, W l
which gives
L1 -- L2 = 1/i2k1m .	 (42)
We next match the continuity of G	 and dG	 /dz at z = 011mo	 11mo
and at z = -d. At z = 0, we have
C = 1/R10 	 (43)
where R10 is the reflection coefficient at z = 0. At z = --d
we have
C Lz g [N1 + NZ + M1 + M2 16d 	 i2klmde	
- R12 e''	 (44)Ll
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tvhereR12	 is the reflection coefficient at
	
z = -d.
R	 w klmko =10
_ R
01
(45 a)
k	 + klm	 o
klmk2R12 = (45b)
klm + k2
We define
X1 1
	n1	 + i n 1 " = k 1m (1 -- k 1 6z(M1 + Ai2 ) ) (46a)
2	 n 2 ' + i r1 2 " = k 1m (1 - kim
 6R, (N1 + N 2 )) .
i
(46b)
	 4
in view of	 (36) --(39) and (42)-(44), we find
n I	 2 2
I
t.
Thus the zeroth order mean Green's function as determined from (40)'^
i
and (41) reads 4i
^i	
ip2 z
	 —in lz	 z (n l + n2	 + e^) d + in lz 	- p 2 zGUM (z' Z') ^ Ll (e	 + R1 Q e	 ) (R12 e 
	 )
(5Q)
for z > z' and
in z 	 —in z'	 i ( p 1 + n 2 ) d + ip i z	 -in2z
G11mo (z ' zf) ^.Ll(e	 + R10 e	 1 ) (R12 e	
+ e
(51)
h
for z < z' , From (47) and (48) we see that the effective propaga-
t
tion constants p1 and p2 depend on the boundary conditions as
t
weal as the properties of the media.
The two variable expansions technique can similarly be applied
to the Dyson equation for the mean field
8	 -^ a - z11/N	 ^.
z_dz + k'm Flm(z) _ ak lm _d dz 1 Glm(z' zl ) adz
E1m(z1)	 (52)	 kM	 :.
j!
^ 	 •	 I	 1
under the nonlinear approximation. (13) . The zeroth order solution
S-
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i• 1^
Cer (MRT) Equations
_	
-_..	 _r	 4
ik i` 	(z - z')m -ikllm(z ^' Z')<9 (z)
	 e'i*(z')> = Ju (z,	 z') a	 + IT	 (z,	 z') e
'k'	 z +	 z `)lm( —ik"	 (z1m +	 z')+ JG (z, z')	 e^	 + so	 (z,	 z,)
2
e
1 r
'1 r	 ^(57);
I	 where
Ju (z,	 z	 <	 u (z) flu*(z')> (58a)
LT 	 (z,	 z')	 <eld(z) eid*(z')> (58b)
j 	 (z,	 z`)	 _ <61u (z) g id*(z')> (58c)
Jc 	 (z,	 z`)	 _ <eid (z) Liu*(z')>. (58d)2
J	 and	 J	 represent
c^	 c2 the correlation between the upward and
downward propagating waves.
b
E	 We wish to derive radiative transfer , equations that govern the
behavior of intensities
z u (z)	 = Ju (z,	 x) THERYTRCDUCIBII, (59)O^^{^RjG^T^L PAGE
I(Z)-- Jd (z,	 a) ( 60)d
I c {z)	 = J c	 (z,	 z)	 = Jc	 (z,	 z) . (61)
2
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TA'e restrict the separation of z and z to be on the wave-
length scale which is much Less than Z  and ZS scale, 1z - 211
ti 0 ( A 1m) c< l, a , z S . We also require that C z	 z' (, ! z + d(
I Z' + d1 j, d >> A lm, z, namely both z and z' are far . away
from the two boundaries on the wavelength scale and the correlation
length scale. However, both z and z' can be close to the boun-
dary on the kar £5 scaler and so are Ju, 'Td , Jc and Jc
I2
Without loss of generality we consider (55) for z > z' , balance
terms by their phase factors and then let z' -k- Z. After consider-_
able algebra (Appendix T), we find
	
-K z	 -(K + K )d - K z
lu (z) = e 2	 l (zr Z) + r12 e	 2	 1 I (Z' z)	 (62)
K lz	 K2Z
I d (z)= r01 a	 11 (zr Z) + e	 14 (Zr z)	 (63)
	
i2kimz	 i ( ^ 2	 r^l) zIfIc (a) a	 -- -RO l a	 I1 (Z' z)
+ R12 e'
	
14 (zr z)	 (64)
where
Ks Ks Dl (3 + 8k^m£2).
K 1
- 2 n 1 11 = K a .^. _.._	 + .,..._ (65)2 2 I D1 2 ( 1 + 4k?MZ2)
z
s K2 - 2n2 ^ 
- K a -
K s + K s D1 (3 +	
8k2	 ^2)
lm	 (66)
r 2 2 1 D1 2 (1 + 4k 2	 )	 IIM
D	 1+ R	 nD1	 l2 ey 
(nl + 2 ) d 6(67a)
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-(K1 + K2} d
Dl=^.-r0
	 r12e (67b)
S k1m	 z T01^ 
z
z.
.-2 (K 1 + K 2 } d - 2K 1 z 1
i
fz} =
	
D
^
 z d da
l D^ 2 ^ gb r12 4	 i
t
- 
(K1 + K 2 ) d - K 1 z1 + K 2 z2 2K 2 z1}+ 4g	 rf	 12 e
+r g
b
e
- (K1 + K 2 )d - K 1z 1 K z12 '	 r
+ gb r12 ^u(zI e + gb ^d(z1} e
+ gf 112 1 d (z 1 )
-(K 1 -^
e
K 2 ) d - K 1z 1
+ gf
K2z1
^u(z	 A1)
--^, (n1 + 7 2 ) d + i (2k1m - 'n	 -	 2 ) z1gf q2 I c (z1 ) e
i (n 1 + X1 2 ) d + i (n1 + n - 2kim) z1
+ gf R12 x c	(z1 ) e
(68)
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^# ^'- i.jlf A J]Ir -
FL^ 	 f fl	 ^ r
Y;
41^!
F	
1
0	 I T 1 2 	"{h
	
K) d - {K	 K) z
	
o	 1	 z	 1	 2 1
z dz
1
	2 l9b r12 e
IDI
(K1 ^. K 2 lcl	 1 + K2 ) z1
r r e	 )+ g r e01 12	 b 01	 - !a
f	 ^v
A
( nl -N n2 ) d	 -i ( nl + 11 2 1 d
R12 e	 + RD 1 Rl2 e	 )	
g
•	 a
—K2z1(zz) -{- gf 
'Td (z2.) } e
E
K 1z1	 '^
^u(zl) + 9b Id (zl )) e
3
9
A
and	
r01 - J R01l 2, r12 i 812 1 2 •	 From (64) , we can express	 Ic
in terms of IU and	 I d.
-
I	
e ^' (2klm
n	 -
2
n)
1 1 {- R*	 I	 (z) eK2z
c
_
01	 u r
Dl
i 01  rig} d + K Z
- R12 r01 Iu(Z) e
--(Y. + K	 d - K^z
+
.
Roll
 
r12 I d ( z) a
s
^.(0
	
+ t1	 )dK1	 2 z1
a
s
+ R12.Id e (72}
We note that in view of (62) -(63)	 and (68) -(69)
Id (0) = r0l Iu (0) (73a)
,a
Iu (-d) r r12 'd (-a)' (73b)
i
These are the boundary conditions satified by the intensities	 Su
ijand 	 I ^y •
Ll
Writing the. integral equations	 (62)-(63) in differential form,
we obtain :, y
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J
r F 4
	
_.
dl	 R
dzu	
Ke Iu 
+ s 
%pf Iu Pb 1d)
T01 12
	
Ks
 pb K2Z
ID12	 2
	+ kS p f	 e-- (1c + K 2 ) d - K1 z
	4s pf
	 12	 (7 )
I^
dl•d
dz	
Ke	
2 (p f ':d + Pb 1u)
IT 0112 	 Ks pb - (K 1 + K2) d - Klz
r I D 1 2 r12 ^' 2 e
+ ICs - p
f 
-- 
kSp
f 
e^e2z
2
(75)
where
(76)
P`
KS(1 + 2k^mQ2}
k -
s -
1. + 4k^m£2
K _ 
D
,^s -- 1D12 kS,
Ke = K a + Ks
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(77)
(78)
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Equations (74) and (75) together with the boundary conditions in
(73) are the modified radiative transfer equations derived from
the Bethe-Salpeter equation under the ladder approximation.
In the case of a half--space random medium,, we let d -^ co and
the modified radiative transfer equations reduce to
E!
El
dru
	i 	 ks pb	K z
.. K  Iu	 s+ . S (g f 1  + Pb Ida +	 ET011 z e e	 (76)dz	 2	 2
di	 Ls	 ^: p	 K z
r	 dzd r e Id	 2 (pf Id + pb Iu3	
s^ f T01 z e e	 ( 77)
We remark that the principle of energy conservation is perserved
with the use of the nonlinear approximation for the mean Green's
function instead of using the more popular bifocal approximation.
This is shown in Appendix II.
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I^(
solution to the MRT Equations
The modified radiative transfer egtiations (74) 	 and (75) are
simply1	 two simultaneous first order differential equations with
constant coefficients.	 They are readily solved and written in the
ti
following form:. +#
• i
'TQ1 2	 az -a(z + 2d)	 ^2z
^d
=	 (P e	 +
 C-) f2 a	 -- e	 ) (78)L	 2D
T	 1 2 -a(z + 2d)	 -K z -1 (K	 + r ) d1	 2zu = Ql2 (P f2 eaz + Q e	 _ r12 e
}
IDI
(79)
where
r
(l - f2 
r12 ) Dl
P _ (1 - f2 
r01 ) (l - f2 r12 ) 	(f2	 rQl ) (f2	-- r12 ) a -tad 3
- (SO)
a
f2 - r12
Q = -P 1 
_ f2 rl2 REPRODUCIBIL?Ty
 P THE
(8l} {
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
2 (Ke 	 a)	 - Ks	 Pff2 - (g2)
Rs
	Pb
a -- K 	 {^	 - w) l/z	 (1 - P f + w Pb) 1/2 (83)2 2
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n
	
4	
r ^ *^i,
f
and w = Ks A 	 is the a.lbedo .	 4
To calculate emissivity a of the two layer medium, we note
that by reciprocity
e = I - r	 (S4)
where r is the reflectivity. The field in region 0 can be written
as
--ik z	 ik z
Eo e ° + r e o
The reflectivity -is r = <rr* >. We observe that 
<Eo o*> _ <E1E1*>
and [Eom (0) [ 2 _ [Elm(0) [ 2 at the boundary z = 0. By (53) and
(85) , we have
	
1)
i (t7 1 + 11 2 ) d
<r> = Raj + Rl2 a	 (86 a)
D
<Eo o *> = 1 + <r> + <r *> + <r •r *> .	 (86b)
By (57) and (62) -(64) we have
E;
<ElE^*>	 = [E lm (0) [ 2 + <^6 *>
z -- 0	 z -- 0
1
.^ + <r> + <r> + [ <r>[ 2 + 1 u (0) + 1 d (0) + 1c(0) + IC (0)
is
+ <r> + <r *> + [ <r> [ 2 +* 1 (0) 1 T10 [ 2 .
	
(87)
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(85)
yyI
 b	 _
Equating (86)	 and (87) we obtain
' (T1 1	 2 )d
"01	 R12 e	 2 t01r'	 <rr *> I <F > 1 2	 - I	 (0)	 Tl0 12 +k! [DI2	 (DI?
: 2 r12 ) (f2
-0-^- K 2 } d
- r12 e	 )	 --
-(K1 ^ K2) d-tad(f	 - r
	 } (1 - f r
	
e	 )e 2	 12	 2 12
r
-
(1 - f2 r01 ) {^'	 f2 r12 ) --2 ad-	 (f2 - r01 ) (i2 - r)e
1
4 (88a)
where a
I
Ol 014
t
I
We now
.
consider several special cases:
1-
1.	 A half space random medium. We let	 d	 and (88) becomes
t01 f2
- 01 (89)
.1 - r
	
f
0	 2
9
^^
F'
3
which is identical to that derived from a phenomenological radiative
transfer approach.
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f	 '. *';.ice	 j
1	 r	 ^.
F-r
2. The second layer is perfect conductor. We haveR 12 W --1 and
r12 = 1. Equation (88) becomes
{ r
i (nl + n 2 ; d
rc Ro l ^ ^ 	 r
n 1 + n2 d1 -- R01 e
t41 { f2 -- e	
1	 2•	 + (1 --f a	 12 } e
	
}
+	 (90)
--2 06d	 ^. n l + 712 	 2{1	 f2r01 + . (f2	 r01} e	 } ^1	 R01 e
It is interesting to note that as w -} 1, we have a -* 0, f2 -^ 1
and from (90) r--;- 1. Thus all the incident power is reflected.
•VI. Conclusions
In this paper modified radiative transfer equations aro
derived from the Bethe--Salpeter equations. The nonlinear
approximation is applied to the Dyson equation and a two variable
expansion technique is used to find the mean Green's function.
The modified radiative transfer equations accomodate coherent
effects which are essential to bounded media and appear in
observed data. The MRT equations area solved and the results are
presented in Equation (88) . In Figure 2 and 3 we illustrate
the emissivity for a. half-space random medium and a slab random
medium with 6 = 0.1 and 0.2 . We see that in the half-space
case the null in emissivity due to scattering occurs at 4k1 MZ'= 1.
Appendix 1.
On substituting equations (50) and (51) into the right hand
side of equation (55) , we find that
in z - 'n * z'	 -inlz + in1*z'
,_ .
- 
R*	
'n 2 z + inl*z'	 -in 	
- i'^2*z
e	
'
O1	 R01 e	 1 1 1 (z, z')
^..:.. 	 ac.,..	 s. i4a..r-w.an	 ^	 rr	 .,	 ...,,	 .. . r ..imv...rv.—:.:.A.a.as:.w.,.r...w ., a—.,	
_	 ._	 ♦. 	 T'.	 _
I	 l
{,	
^in^z + ir^ 2 '^z'	 i Cn 1 + n 2 ) d + zn lz + '112*z'
i.	 + e	 + R12 e
--i Cn	 '^ + n'^) d - i^	 z - xn *z'
+ R^2 e	 1	
2	 2	 1	
^4 Cz ► 	 z')	 (A.].)
I
1E
-
r h t	 where
;,
^	 I ., C z' z )'	 d dz 1 f d
	
dz2 C R12 a  
z	 iCn^ + n 2 } d + i 1z1
	
i
8 k1m	 z	 z	 n	 + e- n 2z1
1
t
S	
-^. Cn 1* + n 2 ) d - 'n1*z2	
in2 z2
a	
+ e	 1 expC R	 I 
z1	 z2^
I'	 12	 -
E4	 j
l!
I:
I
CE1mCz1)	 R1mCz2)	 + <i(z1)	 "7(z2)>]	 (A.2)
'
	
f z6 k2m 	 0	 win2z2	 in1*z2
 
dz	 dz	 {e	 - R^	 e	 )
-.I
1
12Cz ► 	 z )	
4D12	 -d	 1	 z
,	 :
r^
{=	 ^' Cn1 + n 2 ) d + inlz}. + e-in2z1)	
e	
-	 x1 - z2 l(R1 2	 '^'
'r
I
IElm Cz l )	 E 1m Cz2 )	 } <e1 Cz1) E l* ( z2 ) >	 (A.3)
ti..
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S M	 0	 zt	 in z	 -in z
1 3 (z, z') =	 l2 f dz1 f	 dz2 (e 2 1 - R01 e	 1 1)41 D	 z	 -d
(R	 e
-i (n l* + n 2 * ) d - inl*z2 + e^
n2*z2 ) exp	 I zl 
..
Z2 1
[Elm (zl} Eim(z2) + < 671 (zl ) L'1*(z2,)>]	 (A.4)
a^ 1l2	 0	 0	 in2zl	 -in z14 (z, z ^) =
	
2 
f dzl f e dz2 (e	 - Rol e	 l l )4 1 D	 z	 z
(e—:-n2 z2 
_ R* e 'nl z2 ) exp - (zl — a2
	
01	
a
(Elm{zl) Eim(z2} + <61 (zl 61 *(z2 ) >] .	 (A.5)
We next substitute (53) and (57) into (A.2) to (A.5) . In
;^ t
the integrands in (A.2) to (A.5) , since J u ( zl , z2 ) , Jd ( z l , z2)
JG (zl r z2 ) and Jc (z i r z2 ) are slowly varying on the P, scaler
l	 2
x,,ie replace them by I u ( xl) , Id ( zl } r I c (z l ) , and I c*(zl) re-
spectively.
Because of t he range restriction on z and z 1 ,  most of the
f:	 contributions of the integrals in (A.2) to (A.5) come from terms
with constructive interference. We conclude then that I 2 (z, z' )
0
=	 250
	
^_...	
_...^
is
i
and	 1 	 (z,	 z')	 are small compared with 1 1 (z, z')	 and 1 4 (z, Z').
Balancing terms on both sides of equation (A.l;, by their
rospective pluses, we arrive at the following equations
t
?t
Ip.-
ikll m (z z')	 in2z	 w a.112* z'
J (z,	 a -- a Il (z, z' )
V
yxx
—( na ^- 112) d + in l z	 in l*z' r+ 
r12 a I	 (z,	 z')	 A.6 a) i
i
^ l'	 _	 zI)e( z 3
o ^
-ikl, m
 (z - a E )	 -in z +
^.
in
	
z1	 ^.
^"d(n.	 ^,)	 e
^ r^l a Il(z,	
Z,)
+ in
^- o`in^z 4 (z,	 z') (A.6b)
IM
ik ,	(M +	 in2z +p
..° a "^•^i
n 2 ) d + 'nl z + i112 *z'
+ g12 a 4 (z,	 z')	 (A.bc)
--ikil m(z +	 z' )
e
-ik lm (z + z `)	 -in z .. in	 z^.	 2r.-'y# Jc (z,	 z`)	 e "' RO1 e I	 (z,	 zt)2
T
-i (n1
Rl2 e
+ nz*) d -- in i *z'
- 1712 
^4
	
(A.6d)
- e
Setting	 z	 z in equation	 (A.6) , we obtain equations (62) to
( 64 ) •
rr
i
C
I.
f
I "
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1
_..
I
...	 ^.
____	
_.^	 _
{ ^^I
,^_ .
:,
,.^^,.: _	 mow........,.:,,, yam„	 --	
_	
-,....,—._..	 —,_ .
	
_ - ^•-..^	 w^.
For our purpose of energy conservation to the zeroth order,
we require that both y Z
 and y2 to be of order 0 (S) . We re-
mark that y1 being of 0 (S) does not imply y2 is of 0 (S) .
For instance, the integration of yl from z	 to O f
 w4ich
is the case for a half-space • medium, may yield a significant value
for y2 . We thus require that there be no constructive interfer-•
't
I
i
1
Q(z, zl)	 Gllm(z` z1 ) B f ( z , zi)
3
R y
xf
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+	 (E 1m (z) B lm (zl) + <1(z) ^'l (Zl) >]
f
n
U
+ 2i
	
dz1 G11m (z, z ) Bf (z' z1 ) e(z1) e * (z)>	 (A.11)
-d
Substituting (A.10) into (A.11) , we find that yl = 0 ( & 2 ) . Thus
energy is conserved to the required order.
If we had used the bilocal approximation to Dyson's equation,
rather than the nonlinear approximation ., i.e. instead of (13) , we
s
i
^	 1
use
where G10 1m (z. zl ) is the Green's function for the unperturbed
problem, we would have obtained
a
yl = 2i	
d 
dzl (G11m(z, z 1 )	 G^lm(z, z l)) B f ( z , zi)
IM (Z)E 	 (zl ) + <61* (z) l (z1 ) > I t# .
We pse superscript b
1z	 Z 1 1 < 0 (!C) ,
r
S
#
F
1` 7
1.	
A
to denote bifocal quantities. If for
I
Gllm(z ► z l) '" Gllr ► {z ► z1 )	 0 (6) .
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,:-=77-7
1then yl as given by - (A.13) is of 0 (6 2 ) , Equation (A, la) is in
general true for unbounded medium but not for bounded medium. joie
also remark that if we use bilocal quantities in the derivation,
the MRT equations so obtained, even for half space medium, lack
symmetry and do not conserve energy.	 4.
i
1
i
•	 -1
i
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i
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Figure _Captions
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Figure 1. Geometrical configuration of the problem. i< .	 i
Figure 2. Emissivity of a half-space medium with
	 ej = 3.2e01?
1
g Figure 3. Emissivity of a two layer random medium with ci = 3.2co,
'. sl = AN, P, =.2 mm.,e 2 = 81E 0 ,	 and	 d = 20cm.
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Abstract:
f
Using the dissipation-fluctuation approach, the brightness
.	 3
a
i
temperature of a stratified medium with inhomogeneous permi.ttiv-
ities and nonuniform temperature profiles are solved. The solu-
tion is expressed in closed form ready for machine computation.
Numerical results are illustrated and compared with closed form
analytical solutions and results obtained from the WKB method
for simple profiles.
-z
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1	 1 •	 {L. F F ]r^i. l
fq!f^!
In microwave passive remote sensing of the earth,' the bright--
ness temperature is determined by the geometrical configuration,
the medium properties, and the temperature distributions of the
area under observation. With the model of a vertically structure
medium Stogryn [l] used the fluctuation--dissipation theorem [21 and
formulated the solution for the brightness temperature in terms
of a two-point boundary value problem by' solving -a second--order -
ordinary differential equation, together with the evaluation of
an integral. In this paper we extend the propagation matrix for-
V3]
1. Introduction
mutation
	
and solve for the brightness temperature of a stratified
medium. ­The -problem is an :important _one because inhomogeneous
permittivities . and nonuniform temperature profiles can be conven- .
ientl
	 approximated b	 a stratified medium.	 On the other handY	 pP	 Y
analytical results can only be obtained for very few media with
simple profiles.	 The solutions for the stratified medium are ex-
pressed in closed forms and numerical examples are given for dif-
ferent. temperature and permittivity profiles.
	
The results are
 compared with the well-known exact solutions for simple profiles
r'r
' and with those obtained with the
	
WKS	 method.
x
'
i
7
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IM. Dyadic Green's Functions for a Stratified Medium
t	 Consider a stratified medium. consisting of N layers and
with planes of stratification perpendicular to the z -axis (Figure 
1)	 Let there be a point source in region 0. In order to calculate
	 j.
h.
k
field. erectors in any region 9, we first consider dyadic Green's
	 J::
function G{r, r'} in the absence of the stratified medium,
B 0, w} fd 3 r' G(r, r')	 J(r'} .
The dy a.di z^ Green's function G (r, r') is governed by the equation
Q x v x G{r, r'} _ w2 11E: 	 L') = iwu I a (r _ r') . (2)
By the method of scattering superposition [4 } we obtain (from Ap-
pendix A where dyadic Green's functions are derived for uniaxial media)
nwhere
I
kz = (w uE -- kx 2
 -- ky2)	 /2 (4) j
3
a (kz). =	
z	 a	
- {x ky - y k } (5) ^^-	 '
^I x	 y
- k
k. _ (kx2 + kyz + kz 2 ) 1/2 (7)
k =xkx +yky + zkz (g)
s
t10%
x	 y	 y	 z ( g)
a
Ji
yi
We see that
	 a (k }	 is a unit vectorz perpendicular to the plane
of incidence determined by
	 k	 and z	 ar,d	 h	 is a unit vector
E parallel to the plane of incidence.
For the stratified medium, dyFidic Green's functions are.
i
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in region t. in writing the dyadic Green's functions, we use the
first subscript to denote the region in which the observation point
j	 is located and the second subscript to denote the region in which 	 }
'	 the-source is located. The coefficients A^ -, B 	 CZ, D., and
the reflection and transmission coefficients foi 'TE and TM waves
RTE RTM, TTE and TTM are determined by matching boundary con--
ditions and related to one another by propagation matrices 131In
#	 this case, the TE and TM quantities are both for electric field
-	 vectors and are -not dual to each other. The TE quantities are
3
found in reference 3. The TM quantities are given i n. Appendix B.
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To find the brightness temperature of the stratified medium,	 ti'
A
we.apply the fluctuation-dissipation theorem 	 The thermal
sources in region k is denoted by J^ (r, W). The expection value
of <J J^*> is l r
a;
<Jl (i, w) J *(r',
	 4 WC t KTI (z`.)z (rte -- w') (r -- r')	 (13)	 r
where K is the Bol.tzman constant, T^ (z) the temperature distri-
9
bution in the £th region, and T the identity matrix. Equation 	 i4 I
(13) is true under the assumption -hw << KT which is valid at 	 f
microwave frequencies.
The brightness temperature at angular frequency a) is defined
'i	 as
CO
TE(2 n) 8	 2	 f	 2	 gTB (1c, W) --	 (C/w) --cc 	 dw 1	 k dk I d kK	 2	 0	 0	 --^
{e	 <E (k, w) E* (k', w') > 	 e ei k	 k )	 r	 i (w	 w t} (14a)
for the horizontal polarization or TE waves and	 r.v
CO	 00
TSM(k, w)
	 (27r) 3 (c/w)2 1 ccso f dw' J
	
k 2 dk f^ d3k'
K	 2	 0	 0	 -00
(h	 <E{k, w)E*(k', w')>
	
h ez(k - k ` )	 r - a(w	 we) t ?	 (14b)
for the vertical polarization or TM waves. In order to determine
the electric fiel d intensity E {k, w) , we note that
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(18b)
^	 1
4	 ,^ PI 
1 r{ 1
411
' f .1
^	 I
Using (13) and (14) we find the brightness temperature to be
, 	 t	 c	 -d ..
TTD (k w) = k 3 cos 8	 E	 ^' f k	 1 dz' T (z'),
B	 k = 1 eo _dZ	 £
6
(18a)1	
^	 3'kZzz r
--- (A loe£ ( k^z)ekz'
-iktzz' i
+ B Z e P, (klrz) e	 )
t E
	
-d
TBM (k , w) = k 3 cos e	 E	 - J P, - l dz' T  (z' )
£ = 1 so -d£
d
•S	
4
l	 ik^zz'	 ik z I+	 [cthk (-k Zz ) e	 + D£h£ (kkz) e	 W.
kz
In the derivation of (18) , we use the relation S [k	 yt02 uE	 - k	 2	 -- kY 2 )
f°
a
= U (k z ) cos 0 6(k - w/P-0 , where	 U (k z ) = 1	 for . kz > 0	 and
U(k z) = 0	 for	 kz < 0. j
- iThe calculation of the integral in	 (18) is straightforward.
Without loss of generality, we let the plane of observation be the
x - z	 plane and set	 ky = 0.	 The temperature T
P, 
W)
	 is a con-
stant in region
	 Z,	 (the case of non-constant temperature can be
generalized easily) we find that for horizontal polarization
_	 t	 ^
E..
3
A
.
. 9
•	 "i
1
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ei2kzz ! ( dz -- dQ - 1) )
N	
't T
	 2	
C^ e--ikzzd9, 12
1	 TTY (8) =	 E	 2It 12 + k }£z	 x	 2k =B	 cos 8 £ = 1 oJkQ1 2
	Lz
ji
-2k9,z„(dki
e
4
11	 '
f
I
_J
j^	 i
d _ 
1}	 i D,,eik9,zdk 2	
- 2k p
 is (dR,
	
d
A	 Q - Z}e2k2,z (?	 )
•	
^k^z^ 2 ^kX2 
(c^e_ik9,z dz } (D^eikP.zdZ}
lkxa1 2 + kX2 	 2ik;
(Cke-ik^zdQ} (DzeikQzdz)	
-i2k9,z `(dz - d  - i}
..
	
	 (].	 e	 )
2ikp
k	 t 1 iE
. „ llk 12 + k 2 )T	 ^2ktz^Tdn
+	
tZ	 x.	 t I ,ATM 1 2 a	
•
	
(20)l 
cos 6	 E0Ikt1 z	 2ktz,F
For homogeneous half--space with constant temperature, we
find
TTTE 
	 rTE ) Tt	 (21)
a	
s	 ;
.	 ------- __..__. _._._
	
_.._ _._.	 ._ ........ __	 ._......_....	 ._.	 .,.-..	 . .-	 -._. --.._	
...	 it
1	 r	 ^
1
TTTM 
	 rTM) Tt a	 (22)
1
j in the derivation of (21) and (22) , we made use of the identities
2k	 k ^^
	 =
 W2 lie	 H	 and	 I k	 12 + k 2	 = w 2 p (E	 6 k'	 + s	 it k,.	 Vk rtz	 tz	 t	 tz	 x	 t•	 tz	 t	 tz	 tz
In Figure- 2 we examine the , angular dependence-of the brightness
temperature.	 At	 1 GHz, TT	 and	 TB
TM	 are-plotted as a function
i 	 11
-
of observation angle for the following profiles:
- -
- ^--W-- = 9.0(1 + i 0,3)	 --	 (5.5 + i 2.5)	 e ar	 (23a)
r
st -	 E 1 (-d)	 (23b)
T(z) = To + AT ebz	 (23c) a
p
'
Tt = T (-d)	 (23d)
1
with	 a - 0.02 cm ^,	 b - 0.05 cm-^",	 d -- 30 cm,	 and	 AT - ± 201K.
it is interesting .to observe..a. maximum for vertical polarizations
similar to the Brewster angle for a uniform half space medium.
I	 Figure 3	 we	 lot the brightness temperature
 
n	
	 , 	 of a radio-P	 9	 P
meter looking fro: ,t nadir as a function of frequency for the following
permittivity and temperature profiles:
-
E l (z)
-	 1
-^---- =
az
9.0(1 + i 0.3)	 -	 (5.5 + i 2.5)	 a	 (24a)
E0 r	 p
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E t (z < -20 cm)/E O = 9.0 (1 + i 0.05)
T(z) = To + AT ebz
T  = T(z = -20 cm)
i	 ^
T - To
 + AT eb z 	(24c)
9
,a
Tt = T (-d)	 (24d)
with	 a = 0.02 can-^",	 d = 30 cm,	 o = 280°K,	 AT = ± 20 0K',	 andi ,Lp
b - 0.05 cm- 	and	 0.1 cm-1 .	 In the calculations the temperature -	 F
and the permittivity profiles are stratified into 	 350	 lavers',
from	 0	 to	 z = -d.	 We see that at low frequencies the subsurface
s
temperature affects	 TB	 more than at high frequencies. 	 At very {
low frequencies the brightness temperatures for different parameters
}` o=	 a	 and	 b	 approach the same value dictated by	 To	 and the =	 ";
' effective emissivity of the medium.
In Figure 4 the brightness temperature as observed from nadir
.,4
is plotted as a function of frequency for the following profiles:
f
C1(z) /s o = 9 .0 (1 + i 0.1)	 -	 (5.5 + i 0.83)	 e az	 (25a) {
with a = 0.02 cm 1 , b = 0.1 cm-1, o = 280°K, and AT = ± 20°K.
Note that there is an abrupt change in the permittivity profile
at z = --20 cm. At low frequencies, we see interference effects.
j 4	 '
For higher frequencies, the brightness temperature is determined
i	
4
by To -1 A  times the effective surface emissivity of the medium.
The interference effect at low frequencies is not character-
istic of the abrupt change of the permittivity profile. For a
	
continuous permittivity profile the interference is illustrated
	 F r
s.II	 in Figure 5, where
ri
i	 El (z) /E a = '(2.88 + i 0.34) e--az	 (26a)
E t -- E (z	 -1 m)	 (26b)1	 •
7j	 v
'T (z) .= 300	 20 eb2 , -^ < Z'< O r
	(26c)
A = 2 m-^" and b - 3 m-1 . In the calculations, the region from
z W 0 to z = -1 m is stratified into 350 layers. The tempera-
ture profile from z = -1 m to 	 is not stratified because
(18) can be readily integrated. For . this profile the exact solu-
tions are presented in Appendix C. The result calculated with the
stratified model is ..found to agree very well.-with that _calculated
with the exact formulas.
1
S
• 	 Y
J.^ 	 p
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i
I IV.	 WKB Solution
When the permittivity of the stratified medium can be written
i
in terms of a continuous function 	 e(z)	 for	 z < 0,	 we follow
4 an approach .parallel to that used by Stogryn and find the brightness
temperature for the horizontal and vertical polarizations to be
. i
0
TB - k2 dz T(z)	 s r ° (z)	 (z)	 2.r (27)
r
kz _m
and
1
0	 2 
	 {Z)
TT^`'^ -	 dz T (z)	 Erg: (z)
	
d	 ^.
B	
—
2
(2 8) i
k Z	 ^^ r(z)	 dz sr(z)
where
- 'I A
-I
C(z)= er a (z)	 + CZ)= E (z) /C (29)r	 r	 0
is the dielectric constant.	 The functions	 ip (z)	 and	 O (z) in
(27) and, (28)	 are governed by the following equations;
r
3
d2	 (2)
	
[ E r ( z ) k2	 kx2 l q, ( z )	 = 0 (30a) `k
dz i
Er {Z)	 d	 l	 d	 (z)	 +	 IF-	 (z) k 2
	- k 2 wz) = o. • (31a)
dz	 s r (z}	 dz
The boundary conditions are
s
.3
1 + Rh =	 ( 0 ) (30b)
i
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CA
1	 ,
sp!r;
k z (1 - Rh}
(8z)
(30 c)
z 
1 + RV --	 (0) (31b)
i .
+	
Y, E	 (0) k	 (1- R ) - iv
2 (31c)
r	 z Bz	
z	
0
Approximate solutions to these equations are easily determined
with the	 WKE	 method.
Consider an equation of the following form
s`
£g ( z ) 1 2 X = 0. (32)
dz y-
A
The	 WKB	 solution for an outgoing wave is
S
i.
nn
--2.f
z
dz g(z)
3i
X(z) ti	 e	 U (33)
i
Provided
g	 >>	 d2
F>>
(1,^^) . (34)
9
I
g dz
	 /g- dz
Comparing (30) and (31) with (32) , we see that
d,..^{. +	 £ g	 ( Z) 1 2	 =	 0
e	 X (35)
dz?
x
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(35)
and
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n
^ pf
1
d2 [O/)	 +	 [gm (Z) I' ['/ r) = 0 (37)dzx
`	 I
[gm {Z) ] x	 W	 [ ge (Z) ] z	 - Y'e—, (d z /dz z ) (l/
	 ) a 'd(38)
The condition (24) is met if the medium is slowly varying such
that §
1 a	 (	 )	 << ge {Z). (39)	 3dz
Under this assumption, t	 ;
[gm { Z)) 2	 ti	 [ ge (z)] z ark k Z	 ., kX2 . {40}
After matching boundary conditions at
	
z = 0
	 and making use of
(27) and (28) , we obtain
0 2 rJ
z dsg^r(s)
TB = (l - rte ) f	 dz 2T(z) 9(0)	 _ (Z)	 g :. (z)	 e 0	 (41)
-^ I g(Z) I	 g	 (o)
8
2	 dsg" (s)
f
_ MTi 	 = (Z -- rte) f	 dz 2T(z)
Z)	 (0}	 )f (	 g	 g	 (z)
"
-'n
e	 0	 (42)
f(p)	 Ig(z) I	 g' (0)
where
280
=.
f(z) _	 (43a)
er( z)
rTE ^-	 kz	 g(0) 2 {43b)It 	 g(0)
rTM -
	 k z E r (0)	 g(0) 
2.
(43c)
It er (0) + 9(0)
It is interesting to see that under the assumption that g" is
_	 4
very small such that ( g (z) - g`(z),
_	 0	 2 f z
TB = {1	 r) 
J 
I	 2T ( z) g° (z) e	 0
—CO
(41) and (42) reduce to
dsg" (s)
(44)
a
is
i.
which is a well-known result in the radiative transfer theory.
To illustrate the use of (41) and (42), we plot the V7KB
i
result in Figure 5 to compare with that obtained from the stra-
tified model. We note that the WKB result is quite accurate
in the high frequency side. For low frequencies, the WKB fails
a
to predict interference effects. This is due to the fact that
the reflectivity is a constant for the WY.B approach, whereas
for the stratified model, the reflectivity exhibits the inter-
.	 .^
ference effect. The reflectivities are plotted in Figure 6. 'The
CPU time in using the I BM 370 for calculation of the brightness
temperature in Figure 5 is approximately 0.32 minutes for the
stratified model, 0 . 10 minutes for the exact solution, and 0.03
minutes for the T'1TKB approach. This implies that WKB is useful
in the frequency range where its results are valid.
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V. Discussions
1n. this paper we apply the dissipation-fluctuation approach
to find the brightness temperature of a stratified medium with
t	 j
inhomogeneous permittivities and ;nonuniform temperature profiles.'
The results are expressed in closed form. The solution to this
problem is an important one because only very few special profiles
-_	 can be approximated and solved in analytical forms. Even then
the solution is in the form of special functions and requires per- ,
haps as much computer time to calculate numerically, Numerical
_	
results to the stratified medium model are illustrated. They are	 is
also compared with the exact solutions and the results obtained 	 Y
from WKB approximation. At high frequency limit, profiles that
can be treated with the WKB method may require less computer
time. However when the frequency gets hi gher than microwave fre--
quency, the approach proposed in this paper becomes inaccurate.
Also in ,the calculations we omit the contributions to the bright-
nesstemperature arised from reflections of sky radiation and
cosmic background, which can be easily accounted for by adding to
the above results.
	 E ,L
si
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Figure Captions
I
i
Figure 1. Geometrical configuration of stratified isotropic
s
medium.
Figure 2. Brightness temperature as a function of observation
i angle for
	
TE	 and	 TM	 waves at	 1 GHz.
Figure 3. Brightness temperature as a function of frequency
for profiles in Equation (24) ti
Figure 4. Brightness temperature as a function of frequency
for profiles in Equation (25) .
Figure 5, Brightness temperature calculated with the stratified
' model .and the exact formula compared with that cal-
culated with the	 WKB	 method.
Figure.6. Reflectivities calcuated for the stratified medium
y
and for the	 WKB	 method.
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Appendix A.
In this section we derive dyadic Green's function for a
A
uniaxial medium with optic axis parallel to the	 a	 axis.	 Dyadic
Green's functions for uniaxial media are governed by the following
equation ::r
p .. W 2 e)	 G (r,	 r°}	 = iw 16 (r _ r°}	 (A.1)
where
E
0	 0
r
j
^; 0	 ? /
,, z -
' is the inverse permeability tensor,
i
` s	 0	 0
= 0	 E	 0 (A.3)
0	 0
is the permittivity tensor,
	 I	 denotes the identity matrix, and
V	 is defined by	 Q	 A = Q X A	 for any vector	 A.	 Equation (A. 1)
follows directly from Maxvie11 s equations.
We write the Fourier transform pair of dyadic Green's function
as
REPRODUCIBILITY OP TjjFO)-
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Al.
n 1q	
Y
i
G(k, r') =f
	
d 3 r G(r, r') e 	 r (A.4)
~CD
.
A
1{
e.
CO_	 W
f	 d 3 k G(k, r^) eik (A y	 i
^^k$I 3	—CO
^I
Substituting (A.5) in (A.1) yields
3
j;
I
r;
;;
- -	 --	 _	 -1	 -	 2 G(k, r)
	
icy j^C
	
'k	 co s]	 a (A.6)
where
i^
Qkk^ y
k !_	 nkz	 0	 -k
71(A. 7)
-ky 	kx	 0
1
After introducing (A.2) ,	 (A.3) , and (A,7)
	 into	 (A.6) and performing
a
the matrix inversion, we obtain
l^
t. :: I
7
v
9
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l
_ f _
wz
ky2
—kxky	
0 
G (k, r')	 _ _• . e .k a	 r'
-
z
—k k k 2	 0
WE 
Z
( kx2 +kyz ) Dl (k) x Y x
0 0	 0
kx2 + It	 2 (13	 ^c It	 '^• k 2 — Wz Ile
„ -
z kz
^'
X z k k
	 It
k 2 + k 2 k 2 + k 2 x y	 x z
ii
x y x y
t•
1
2k	 + 2 —kY 2c	 z 2kx	 + 2k^	 — 2w ue z 1+ D()
2
k 2 + k z y x k 2 f k z
2	 ky	 ky z
x y x y
It kx kzky kz2
j
•
i
(A. 8)
where
Dl {k) = k z z + u (k 2 + k z - w 2 }^s} (A.9)
h z
x
y
z K..
D2 (k) =  2 +	 E (kx z 	 •^ ky z - w 2 pe z ) . (A.10 )z
z
To evaluate the integration over k z	 in (A.5) , we find that the
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i
poles of the integrand occur at the zeros of 	 Di (k)	 and D2 (3c} , '
corresponding to	 k z = ± k Zm	and	 k z = ^ k ze	where
v
'k	
=	 k2	 ..	 (kx2 + ky2 ? /u Z (A.11.)
' and
_ kze -	 k 2 - e (kX2 ^- ky2 ? /e z . (A.12)
is They correspond to the type I and type II characteristic waves [3] '{
is in the medium.	 Assuming the medium is slightly lossy, then we find
,:
w m
k
dk dk2ff	 x	 y87r ee emk z
+	 le h(kze)h(kze)e e
k x _^1G (r,	 r )	
`" for	 z' < z
CO
w2
-	 dk dkff8^r
^ m	 m`ee a
k a
1	 e+	 h ( .-k z e	
ices	(r
) h(-kz ) e
- r')
, ak
z -for	 z <	 z'
3
1
(A.13)
s
where
a
J
J 	 -
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JJ
1
a
{e = x kx + y ky + z k
z
e	(A.14)
t
km = x kx + y ky + z k Zm	 (A. 15 )
i
:.e =xkx +yky 	zk ze	 (A.16)	 V
y Km -^x1cX +yk	 - zk^m	(A.17)
s;
a
i
j
e =	
1	 (x ky .. y k X)	 (A.18)
2x 	 + kya
I (k ze )	 _	 [e x kQ ]	 (A.19)
k
n	 +
h(--k^,	 )	 = --	 (e	 x Ke I 	 (A.20)
•	 f
5
E
1
k
and	 k = wvrpe.	 We see that	 a	 is a unit vector in the direction
of the electric field for	 TE	 waves and	 h	 is in the direction
of the electric field for 	 TM	 waves.	 Equation (A.13) reduces to j
Eq.	 (3) when the medium is isotropic.
-	
S
}
1
i
Y 
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Appendix. B..
The TM reflection coefficient in continued fraction form is
	i2k	 -i2k (d	 d 1)
	
lz	
1	
e	 2z 2e
1	 ;1201	 2k d	 -i2k 2z 2(d	 1-27:j1	 12	 101	 e-1  lz I	 S	 e
S01	 12
-12k (de	
nz n do
3.	 (n	 n+	 S	 +	 Mk (d	 S n t
• 	 (n1) n.	 s	 e	 nz n	 n—:(n	 n
where
P, 1 k zz z k (z +* 1) zS
t+1 k Zz kY, 	 (Z	 1) z
is the	 TM Presnel reflection coefficient at each boundary.
The wave amplitudes C	 and D	 in each layer are related by
propagation matrices.
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Appendix C
r
i In this appendix, we present the exact solutions of the
brightness temperature of the medium withermittivitP	 h profile
;, E1(Z^
	 _	
(E 1 ^ -^- i glu )e-raz^ y
' Et ( Z )	 =
 P-
1 
{z	 -d) f
•	
.i
' and temperature profile
i; T(z) -- T
	
+ (AT)' 	 bz .z,
3 a #
0.
' y
i In terms of Bessel functions, the brightness temperature as
observed from nadir is equal to
4 -
r p
Tg =k ,f 	 d^ T( )
	
( ) ka	 2 '	 1 e
a	 a^	 a
2	 No	 2 kIe	 2
-d EO
0
a a
+ T4a J
	 (11	 )	 +	 N	 (	 )	 2	 1o	 d	 o	 d
2k
+ -_.t -._..	 4 T	 -b dek (b + 2k) To
where
nn	 _
a --	 [ Gy+ (tE o )	 + R GY	 (^t o ) l2°
'
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0 [GJ + (no)(TI 0 )+ R Gj
T'd
k e ad/2
a
G y ( n 0) G i + (n d ) - GY+(lld )	 G T+ (no)
ICI +( nd	 G,7	 (no )Y - Gy h0 ) G	 (Tld)Ei
GJ
+
(no)	 0
	
(no) {no)
IT0
G (Tl d )	 Jo '(n d) Jo(nd)
Gy (no)	 0 	 (no }
k
3-	 y0 (no}
k
+
Gy (n d)	 o	 d y	 (n0	 d
G -(n0	 Jo ' ( n o)+ Jo (no)k
Gy- (no)	 Yo	 (no ) Yo(no) - 
k
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